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<e vowels of international Turkish

6.1. For international Turkish, eight short and eight ‘long' vowels are necessary,
as shown in the vocogram, orograms, labiograms, and palatograms of ˙ 6.1-4.

<e ‘long' ones are actually monotimbric diphthongs: (i[i], y[y], $[$], u[u]÷

™[™], #[#], ø[ø]÷ a[a]) (using the same vocoids as for the short vowel phonemes).
<us, we took examples from some of the books listed in our Bibliography and

transcribed, or retranscribed, them using the canIPA notation and criteria, derived
by accurately hearing to several recordings expressly made for this purpose.

So we can really show what our four accents actually use, in spite of the too
many approximate and superficial and mixed ‘transcriptions' and ‘descriptions' we
find even in the books we had to list in our Bibliography.

6.2. <us, limiting ourselves to the international accent, for now, we have what
the following examples show:

/i[:]/: iplik (ip'li˜), iŸne (ii'n™), bir ('bi®), iletißim (i&l™ti'Sim),
/y[:]/: düß ('dyS), düŸme (dyy'm™), üzüldüm (&yzyl'dym), 
/$[:]/: k$na (k$'na), $t$r ($'t$r), k$l$b$k (&k$ú$'b$k),
/u[:]/: ulak (u'úak), uŸur (uu'ur), upuzun ('upu&zun),
/™[:]/: sen ('s™n), kel ('˜™l), ekmek (™˜'m™˜), perende (p™'r™nd™),
/#[:]/: örtü (#r'ty), öŸle (##'l™), göl ('‚#l), ßoför (Sø'f#r),

/ø[:]/: kol ('køú), oŸlan (øø'úan), protokol (&prøtø'køú),
/a[:]/: laf ('laf), kâr ('˜aar), kar ('kar), almak (aú'mak), karavana (&kara'vana).

6.
Turkish 
vowels

˙ 6.1. Turkish: international-vowel vocogram.

/i[:]/ (i[i])
/u[:]/ (u[u])

/ø[:]/ (ø[ø])
/#[:]/ (#[#])

/a[:]/ (a[a])

/™[:]/ (™[™])

/y[:]/ (y[y])
/M[:]/ (M[M])



6.3. Let us also have a careful look at ˙ 6.2-4. <ey, respectively, show the oro-
grams, labiograms, and palatograms of the vocoids given in ˙ 6.1. It is very impor-
tant to accurately relate these figures to the positions of the markers in the vocogram.

6.4. Passing to ˙ 6.5, the two new vocograms show the eight /=i|/ diphthongs
which can certainly occur in Turkish words. Let us notice that /ii, yi/ coincide with
(‘long') /i:, y:/ (ii, yy), although we had to read too many times that there should be
a di‡erence between them. But such wrong deductions and conclusions seem to be
sadly derived from naïve and harmful spelling addictions.

Let us also notice that /yi/ is actually /yy/. In fact, when the first element of these
diphthongs is a rounded vocoid, the final element is rounded, as well. So, we have:

/ii/: giymek (‚ii'm™˜), /™i/: bey ('b™i), /ai/: ay ('ai), /$i/: k$ymet (k$$'m™t), /yi/:
tüy ('tyy), /#i/: köy ('˜#y), /øi/: boy ('bøy), /ui/: duy ('duy) (including cases like /™a,

™ø, aø, yø, $#, ua/: realizm (r™a'lizm), neon ('n™øn), kaos ('kaøs), düo ('dyø), /$#/:
aç$ölçer (a'c$#L&c™r), sual ('sual) – traditionally /'suaal/: ('sÛAA≈)).
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˙ 6.2. International Turkish: vowel orograms.

a

M

™ 

i

# ø 

y u

˙ 6.3. International Turkish: vowel labiograms.

™ 

i

a

M

ø #

uy

˙ 6.4. International Turkish: vowel palatograms.

i

™ 

y

#

a

M u

ø 



6.5. In addition, the three vocograms in ˙ 6.6 show the ‘long' diphthongs (al-
so if with elements alike) deriving from VŸV structures, where VŸ are ‘long' vow-
els followed by another (in the same syllable, not in two˚ as often people, and lin-
guists, and phonologists think, being deflected by spelling ‘deductions').

It is very important to state that, actually, these (more theoretical than real)
‘triphthongs' are normally realized as plain diphthongs, except in traditional ac-
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˙ 6.5. International Turkish: diphthongs.

/ii/ (ii)

/aø/ (aø)/ai/ (ai)

/™i/ (™i)
/™ø/ (™ø)
/™a/ (™a)

/Mi/ (Mi)
/M#/ (M#)

/ui/=/uy/ (uy)
/ua/ (ua)

/øi/=/øy/ (øy)/#i/=/#y/ (#y)

/yi/=/yy/ (yy)
/yø/ (yø)

˙ 6.6. International Turkish: ‘long' diphthongs and /™[i]™/.

/i:™/ (i™)
/u:u/ (uu)/y:y/ (yy)
/M:M/ (MM)

/M:a/ (Ma)

/a:M/ (aM, aa)
/a:u/ (au)
/a:a/ (aa)

/™:i/ (™i)
/™[i]™/ (™[i]™)

/™:™/ (™™)

/ø:u/ (øu)
/ø:a/ (øa)

/#:y/ (#y)
/#:™/ (#™)



cents, which force them to ‘remain' triphthongs, as they are supposed to be.
Here are some examples: /i:™/: diŸer ('di™r), /y:y/: züŸürt ('zyyrt), /$:$/: $Ÿ$l

('$$û), /$:a/: s$Ÿa ('s$a), /u:u/: uŸur ('uur), /™:i/: eŸiç ('™ic), /™:™/: eŸe ('™[i]™), /a:a/:
aŸa ('aa), /a:$/: aŸ$ ('a$), /a:u/: aŸustos (aus'tøs), /#:y/: öŸün ('#yn), /#:™/: öŸe ('#™),
/ø:u/: soŸuk ('søuk), /ø:a/: soŸan ('søan).

Further vocalic sequences (either diphthongs or hiatuses) can appear especially in
alloglottic technological terms, such as aerodinamik (&a™rø&dina'mi˜), or flüor (fly'ør). 

6.6. Let us add ˙ 6.7, which shows the di‡erence between the diphthong /ai/,

the vowel(s) /a[:]/, and the triphthong /i:a/, in stressed position, followed by the se-
quences /ja, ju/, which are not diphthongs at all (both in stressed and unstressed po-
sitions).

In these vocograms, the syllabic nuclei are indicated by the big markers. <e (sol-
id) lines indicate the direction and extension of the diphthongs (including /a:/ (aa))
and triphthongs (including /i:a/ (iia)), while the ‘dotted' lines show the path of /0é/

sequences, from the small white markers to the nuclei (in this case /ja, ju/ (ja, ju)).

6.7. In § 6.13-14, we will see how all these vowel structures are treated in the
(native) neutral, traditional, and mediatic accents, as well. Of course, these accents
are more complex than the international one. <us, we will show them together,
and using the same examples, so that useful and constructive comparisons can eas-
ily be drawn.
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˙ 6.7. International Turkish: some useful comparisons.

/ju/ (ju)

/ai/ (ai)

/i:a/ (iia)

/a[:]/ (a[a])

/ja/  (ja)



<e vowels of neutral Turkish

6.8. Let us start by showing the ‘long' and short vowels of the neutral accent
(˙ 6.8, ¬ ˙ 6.1), notice that ù indicates sonant elements, \ /m, n÷ r÷ l, ú/. In ˙
6.9 we can see the diphthongs (¬ ˙ 6.5).

In addition, the three vocograms of ̇  6.10 show the triphthongs, which realize
the sequences /=:=/ (¬ ̇  6.6). <ey are not generally reduced to simple diphthongs.

6.10. Let us add ˙ 6.11, which –like ˙ 6.7– shows the di‡erence between /ai/,

/a[:]/, /i:a/, and /ja, ju/. By comparing these two figures, it is immediately clear that
the neutral accent is more complete (and more ‘complicated') than the interna-
tional one. In fact, ˙ 6.7 has only one starting point, while each of the other three
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˙ 6.9. Neutral Turkish: diphthongs.

/ii/=/i:/ (iI)

/ai/ (√I), /aø/ (√ø)
/™ø/ (™ø), /™a/ (™√)

/™i/ (™I)

/Mi/ (MI), /M#/ (M%)

/ui/=/uy/ (uY)

/øi/=/øy/ (øY)/#i/=/#y/ (#Y)

/ua/ (u√)
/yi/=/y:/ (yY)

/yø/ (yø)

˙ 6.8. Neutral Turkish: ‘long' and short vowels.

/i/ (i, —I[ù]|)
/u/ (u, —U[ù]|)

/ø/ (ø, —Ö[ù]|)/#/ (#, —ê[ù]|)

/a/ (√, —a[ù]|)

/™/ (™, —É[ù]|)

/y/ (y, —Y[ù]|)
/M/ (M, —û[ù]|)

/i:/ (iI)
/u:/ (uU)

/ø:/ (øÖ)

/a:/ (√a)
/#:/ (#ê)
/™:/ (™É)

/y:/ (yY)
/M:/ (Mû)



accents has four, with some di‡erences, which can be seen in ˙ 6.12.
In all the vocograms given in ˙ 6.11 (as in ˙ 6.7), the syllabic nuclei are indi-

cated by the big markers. <e (solid) lines indicate the direction and extension of
the diphthongs (including /a:/ (√a)) and triphthongs, while the ‘dotted' lines show
the path from the small white markers to the nuclei.
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˙ 6.11. Turkish: some useful comparisons between di‡erent structures for the neutral accent.

/ju/  
(¥u, ¥U, ’ˆu, ’ˆU)

/a[:]/  
([√]a)

/ai/  
(√I)

/i:a/  
(iIa, -√)

/ja/  
 (j√, ja, ’ã√, ’ãa)

˙ 6.10. Neutral Turkish: ‘long' diphthongs and /™[i]™/.

/i:™/ (i™, iÉ)

/u:u/ (uu, uU)
/y:y/ (yy, yY)

/M:M/ (MM, Mû)
/M:a/ (M√, Ma)

/a:M/ (√M, √û, √å)
/a:u/ (√u, √U)
/a:a/ (√å, √a)

/™:i/ (™i, ™I)

/™:™/ (™™, ™É)

/ø:u/ (øu, øU)
/ø:a/ (ø√, øa)/#:™/ (#™, #É)

/#:y/ (#y, #Y)

/™[i]™/ (™[I]É)



Arguably, the small markers indicate the points where the approximants (j, ¥)

and semi-approximants (J, Î) begin their paths (in stressed or unstressed syllables):
('j√, 'ja, ’J√, ’Ja) and ('¥u, '¥U, ’Îu, ’ÎU). Of course, these sequences begin with a(n
initial) contoid and end with a (final) vocoid. So they are not diphthongs.

In ˙ 6.12, we show the starting points of the approximants and semiapproxi-
mants which occur in the four accents: i(j), n(j, J÷ ¥, Î), t(j, J÷ é, Æ), m(j, J÷ ã, ˜).
Arguably, the last two have to be seen in connection with the figures that we are
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˙ 6.13.1. Neutral, traditional and mediatic Turkish: unrouded orograms.

É 

a

M

û 

√ 

™ 

I

i

å 

… 

¤ ¢ 

‘ x

A

È X

Û 

Ù 

˙ 6.12. Turkish: comparisons between the starting points of /jé/ sequences in the four accents.

(¥-)

(ˆ-)

(j-) (j-)

(ã-)

(ã-)

(˜-)

(é-)

(Æ-)

(j-) (j-)

(J-)(J-)

ni

t m



immediately going to show. Let us add ̇  6.13-15, which show the orograms, pala-
tograms, and labiograms of the neutral, traditional, and mediatic accents.
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˙ 6.14. Neutral, traditional and mediatic Turkish: palatograms.

i

I

™ 

Û/2/y

Y

É/# ‘/Ï/ê 

a A

M/¯ 

û 

x/Ö 

√/∏ 

u

U

ø 

Ù È 

å 

X

…/˚/%

¢/&/T

˙ 6.13.2. Neutral, traditional and mediatic Turkish: rounded orograms.

ê # Ö ø 

Y

y

U

u% ¯ 

T ¨ 

∏ 
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˙ 6.15. Neutral, traditional and mediatic Turkish: labiograms.

™ 

I

i

a/A

å/√ 

ê/Ö 

#/ø 

Y/U

y/uÛ/…/M 2/˚ %/¯ 

&
T/¨ 

Ù/È/X

Ï 

∏ 

É/‘/x

¤/¢/û 
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<e vowels of traditional Turkish

6.10. <e ‘long' and short vowels of the traditional (neutral) accent are shown
in ˙ 6.16 (¬ ˙ 6.1 “ ˙ 6.7), while the diphthongs can be seen in ˙ 6.17 (¬ ˙ 6.5
“ ˙ 6.8), and the triphthongs in ˙ 6.18 (¬ ˙ 6.6 “ ˙ 6.9). As in the neutral ac-
cent, these last are not generally reduced to simple diphthongs.

Let us notice that the orograms, labiograms, and palatograms of all these vo-
coids can be found in Ã 5, except for those of mediatic pronunciation, which are
given in ˙ 6.22, being additional phones.

˙ 6.17. Traditional Turkish: diphthongs.

/ii/=/i:/ (Û¤)
/ui/=/uy/ (¯T)
/ua/ (¯√)

/øi/=/øy/ (ÖT)
/#i/=/#y/ (êT)

/aø/ (√Ö)/ai/ (√¤)

/™i/ (É¤), /™ø/ (ÉÖ), /™a/ (É√)

/yi/=/y:/ (%T)
/yø/ (%Ö)

/Mi/ (…¤), /M#/ (…%)

˙ 6.16. Traditional Turkish: ‘long' and short vowels.

/i/ (Û, —¤[ù]|)
/u/ (¯, —¨[ù]|)

/ø/ (Ö, —∏[ù]|)
/#/ (ê, —@[ù]|)

/a/ (√, —A[ù]|)

/™/ (É, —Ä[ù]|)

/y/ (%, —T[ù]|)
/M/ (…, —¢[ù]|)

/i:/ (Û¤)
/u:/ (¯¨)

/ø:/ (Ö∏)
/#:/ (ê@)

/a:/ (√A)

/™:/ (ÉÄ)

/y:/ (%T)
/M:/ (…¢)
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˙ 6.18. Traditional Turkish: ‘long' diphthongs and /™[i]™/.

/i:™/ (Û[Û]É)

/u:u/ (¯[¯]¯, -¨)
/y:y/ (%[%]%, -T)

/M:M/ (…[…]…, -¢)
/M:a/ (…[…]√, -A)

/a:a/ (√[√]å, √[√]A)
/a:u/ (√[√]¯, -¨)
/a:M/ (√[√]…, -¢, √[√]å, √[√]A)

/™:i/ (É[É]Û, -¤)

/™:™/ (É[É]É, -Ä)
/™[i]™/ (É[¤]É)

/ø:u/ (Ö[Ö]¯, -¨)
/ø:a/ (Ö[Ö]√, -A)/#:™/ (ê[ê]É, -Ä)

/#:y/ (ê[ê]%, -T)
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<e vowels of mediatic Turkish

6.11. <e ‘long' and short vowels of the mediatic accent are shown in ˙ 6.19
(the second vocogram gives milder (±) or broader (≠) variants; again, ¬ ˙ 6.1 “ ˙
6.7). <e third vocogram (in ̇  6.19) provides subjectively milder variants (Ó); while
the diphthongs (including some variants) can be seen in ̇  6.20 (¬ ̇  6.5 “ ̇  6.8).

<e triphthongs are given in ̇  6.21 (¬ ̇  6.6 “ ̇  6.9). As in the international ac-
cent (but not in the neutral and traditional ones), when these triphthongs do not oc-
cur in a tune, they can readily become simple diphthongs, as shown after the sign ‘;'.

<e orograms, labiograms, and palatograms of all these vocoids can be found
in Ã 5, except for the orograms of (˚, &, Ï) and (2, ", '), which are given in ˙ 6.22.

˙ 6.19. Mediatic Turkish: vowels.

/i[:]/ (±i[i]) /u[:]/ (±u[u])

/ø[:]/ ±(ø[ø])
/#[:]/ ±("["])
/™[:]/ ≠(Ù[Ù])

/y[:]/ (±2[2]) /M[:]/ ±(M[M], —û|)  
 ≠(…[…], —¢| ’È|) (≠≠’É|)

/a[:]/ (x[x], —√[ù]| ’‘˘)

/i[:]/ (Û[Û], —¤[ù]|, ’¤)
/u[:]/ (U[U], —¨[ù]|, ’¨)

/ø[:]/ (Ö[Ö], —∏[ù]|)/#[:]/ (Ï[Ï], —'[ù]|)
/™[:]/ (™[™], —Ä[ù]|)

/y[:]/ (˚[˚], —&[ù]|, ’&)
/M[:]/ (û[û], —û[ù]|, ’û, ’X|)

/ii/=/i:/ (ÛÛ, +Û¤)
/yi/=/y:/ (˚˚, +˚&)

/yø/ (˚Ö)
/ua/ (U√)
/u:/ (+U¨)

/M:/ (+ûX)

˙ 6.20. Mediatic Turkish: diphthongs.

/#i/=/#y/ (Ï˚, ≠ÏÏ)
/™i/ (eÛ, ÙÛ), /™ø/ (™Ö), /™a/ (™√)

/ui/=/uy/ (U˚)

/øi/=/øy/ (∏˚, Ö˚)
/aø/ (√Ö)/ai/ (√Û)

/Mi/ (ûÛ), /M#/ (ûÏ)
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6.12. Arguably, the mediatic accent presents a bigger number of di‡erences
with respect to the neutral and traditional ones.

In fact, mediatic accents, by definition, are less systematic and more fluctuat-
ing than the neutral one(s), because they are the result of a ‘deworsening' opera-
tion, to improve their realizations, generally starting from more or less regional
pronunciations.

˙ 6.22. Turkish: supplementary mediatic orograms.

2 ˚ 

&

Ï 

'

"

˙ 6.21. Mediatic Turkish: ‘long' diphthongs and /™[i]™/.

/i:™/ (Û™, ÛÙ, ÛÄ) /u:u/ (UU)
/y:y/ (˚˚) /M:M/ (ûû, ûX)

/M:a/ (û√, ûx) 

/a:M/ (√û, √√)
/a:u/ (√U)
/a:a/ (√√)

/™:i/ (™Û)
/™[i]™/ (™[¤]™)

/™:™/ (™™)

/ø:u/ (ÖU)
/ø:a/ (Ö√)

/#:y/ (Ï˚)
/#:™/ (Ï™)
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<us, in addition to the triphthongs that can be reduced to diphthongs, the op-
posit trend often occurs. <e triphthongs, (ééé), can be changed into bisyllabic se-
quences, (éé0é), where (0) can be semiapproximant, approximant, semiconstric-
tive, or constrictive (as shown in Ã 8).

So, we can find (b, B, ñ, ÷; V, ¶, ◊÷ ã, J, %, Æ, º, =, j, µ, g6, y) (¬ ˙ 6.23). Cer-
tainly, (ã, J) can prevail before front unrounded vowels, (%, Æ) before front rounded
vowels, while (ñ, V, ¶, ◊, j) prevail before back rounded vowels.

In mediatic pronunciation, we can also find (g6, y) for word-final or syllable-final
Ÿ˚ as in: s$Ÿ ('s**, 's*@), buŸday (bUU'd√Û, bUy'd√Û), düŸme (d˚˚'må, d˚≤'må).

Furthermore, let us notice that short /i, y, $, u/ occurring in weaker syllables
next to either voiceless or voiced consonants (sometimes, also in /=i|/ diphthongs,
when final before a pause), can be realized as partially –(´) (or totally (‚))– de-
voiced: ç$karmak (c*&kxr'mxk, cÔ-), memnuniyet (m™m&nUUn¤'j™t, -n`'j™t), say$n din-
leyiciler ('sxj*˛ d¤n&l™J¤C¤'lå5, 'sxjÔ˛ d¤n&l™J¤C`'lå5, d¤n&n™-), yay$n$m$za baßl$yoruz
(jx&j*n*m*'z√ bxSú*'JØrUs, -nÔmÔ'z√, -úÔ'JØr›s), ay ('√`|), tüy ('th˚&+|), duy ('∂UÉ|).

6.13. Another peculiarity of the mediatic accent is the actual possibility of stress
shifts, both for diphthongs, ('==) = (='=) (becoming hiatuses), as in (giving only one
mediatic realization): ait ('ö√Ût) = (ö√'Ût), reis ('ΩeÛs) = (Ω™'Ûs), sual ('sU√ú) = (sU'√ú), düo
('d˚Ö) = (d '̊Ö), or becoming bisyllabic, with or without stress shift, ('==) = (='=, ='0=),
as in: ait = ('ö√JÛt, ö√'JÛt), reis = ('Ω™JÛs, Ω™'JÛs), sual = ('sU=√l, sU'=√l), düo = ('d˚jÖ,

d˚'jÖ).

˙ 6.23. Turkish: di‡erent mediatic contoids which can be inserted between vowel sequences.
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Synoptic presentation of the vowel elements for the four Turkish accents 

6.14. <e vowels, diphthongs and triphthongs are indicated, with their similari-
ties and di‡erences. However, not every single peculiarities are presented here, they
can be found in the sets of figures and pertinent sections:

/i[:]/ i(i[i]), n(iI, i, I{ù}|), t(¤Ù, ¤, Ù{ù}|), m(¤[¤], Ù{ù}|, ’Ù), 

/y[:]/ i(y[y]), n(yY, y, Y{ù}|), t(œŒ, œ, Œ{ù}|), m(˚[˚], &{ù}|, ’&), 
/$[:]/ i($[$]), n($*, $, *{ù}|), t(ì^, ì, ^{ù}|), m(*[*], *{ù}|, ’*, ’X|), 

/u[:]/ i(u[u]), n(uU, u, U{ù}|), t(Û¨, Û, ¨{ù}|), m(U[U], ¨{ù}|, ’¨), 

/™[:]/ i(™[™]), n(™È, ™, È{ù}|), t(Èå, È, å{ù}|), m(™[™], å{ù}|), 

/#[:]/ i(#[#]), n(#%, #, %{ù}|), t(%@, %, @{ù}|), m(Ï[Ï], '{ù}|), 

/ø[:]/ i(ø[ø]), n(øØ, ø, Ø{ù}|), t(Øù, Ø, ù{ù}|), m(Ø[Ø], ù{ù}|), 

/a[:]/ i(a[a]), n(√a, √, a{ù}|), t(√A, √, A{ù}|), m(x[x], √{ù}|, ’‘˘)÷

/ii/ i(ii), n(iI), t(¤Ù), m(¤¤, Ó¤Ù), 

/™i/ i(™i), n(™I), t(ÈÙ), m(e¤, Ù¤), 

/ai/ i(ai), n(√I), t(√Ù), m(√¤), 

/$i/ i($i), n($I), t(ìÙ), m(*¤), 

/$#/ i($#), n($%), t(ì%), m(*Ï),

/yi/ i(yy), n(yY), t(œŒ), m(˚˚, Ó˚&), 
/#i/ i(#y), n(#Y), t(%Œ), m(Ï˚, ≠ÏÏ), 

/øi/ i(øy), n(øY), t(ØŒ), m(ù˚, Ø˚), 
/ui/ i(uy), n(uY), t(ÛŒ), m(U˚)÷ 

/™a/ i(™a), n(™√, ™a{ù}|), t(È√, ÈA{ù}|), m(™√), 

/™ø/ i(™ø), n(™ø, ™Ø{ù}|), t(™Ø), m(™Ø), 

/aø/ i(aø), n(√ø, √Ø{ù}|), t(√Ø), m(√Ø), 

/yø/ i(yø), n(yø, yØ{ù}|), t(œØ), m(˚Ø), 

/$#/ i($#), n($%), t(ì%), m(*Ï),

/ua/ i(ua), n(u√, ua{ù}|), t(Û√, ÛA{ù}|), m(U√)÷ 

/i:™/ i(i™), n(i™, iÈ{ù}|), t(¤[¤]È, ¤[¤]å{ù}|), m(¤™, ¤Ù, ¤å), 

/y:y/ i(yy), n(yy, yY{ù}|), t(œ[œ]œ, œ[œ]Œ{ù}|), m(˚˚), 
/$:$/ i($$), n($$, $*{ù}|), t(ì[ì]ì, ì[ì]^{ù}|), m(**, *X), 

/$:a/ i($a), n($√, $a{ù}|), t(ì[ì]√, ì[ì]A{ù}|), m(*√, *x), 

/u:u/ i(uu), n(uu, uU{ù}|), t(Û[Û]Û, Û[Û]¨{ù}|), m(UU), 

/™:i/ i(™i), n(™i, ™I{ù}|), t(È[É]¤, È[É]Ù{ù}|), m(™¤), 

/™:™/ i(™™), n(™™, ™È{ù}|), t(È[É]È, È[É]å{ù}|), m(™™) (¬ /™[i]™/ below),
/a:a/ i(aa), n(√å, √a{ù}|), t(√[√]å, √[√]A{ù}|), m(√√), 

/a:$/ i(a$), n(√$, √*{ù}|), t(√[√]ì, √[√]^{ù}|, √[A]å, √[√]A{ù}|), m(√*, √√), 

/a:u/ i(au), n(√u, √U{ù}|), t(√[√]Û, √[√]¨{ù}|), m(√U), 

/#:y/ i(#y), n(#y, #Y{ù}|), t(%[%]œ, %[%]Œ{ù}|), m(Ï˚), 
/#:™/ i(#™), n(#™, #È{ù}|), t(%[%]È, %[%]å{ù}|), m(Ï™), 

/ø:u/ i(øu), n(øu, øU{ù}|), t(Ø[Ö]Û, Ø[Ø]¨{ù}|), m(ØU), 

/ø:a/ i(øa), n(ø√, øa{ù}|), t(Ø[Ø]√, Ø[Ø]A{ù}|), m(Ø√)÷ 
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/™[i]™/ i(™[i]™), n(™[I]™), t(È[Ù]È), m(™[Ù]™),

/i:a:/ i(ia), n(i√, ia), t(¤[¤]A), m(¤√).

Comparing examples for the four Turkish accents 

6.15. At last, let us see the basic examples, which will make things clear, show-
ing the four accents together:

/i[:]/: iplik i(ip'li˜) n(ip'xiD) t(ö¤p'x¤D) m(¤p'l¤K),

iŸne i(ii'n™) n(iI'nÈ) t(ö¤Ù'nå) m(¤[¤]'nå),

bir i('bir) n('bIÅ) t('b¤5) m('∫Ù5),

iletißim i(i&l™ti'Sim) n(i&x™ti'Siµ) t(¤&xÈt¤'S¤µ) m(¤&l™t¤'fiÙF),
/y[:]/: düß i('dyS) n('dyS) t('dœS) m('d˚fi),

düŸme i(dyy'm™) n(dyY'mÈ) t(dœŒ'må) m(d˚˚'må),

üzüldüm i(&yzyÖ'dym) n(&yzy…'dYµ) t(&öœzœ…'dŒµ) m(&˚z˚Ö'd&F)÷

/$[:]/: k$na i(k$'na) n(k$'na) t(k$'nA) m(kh*'n√),

$t$r i($'t$r) n($'t*Å) t(öì't^5) m(*'th*5),

k$l$b$k i(&k$ú$'b$k) n(&k$X$'b$k) t(&kìXì'bìk) m(&kh*ú*'b*k),
/u[:]/: ulak i(u'úak) n(u'X√k) t(öÛ'X√k) m(U'úxk),

uŸur i(uu'ur) n(uU'UÅ) t(öÛ¨'ö¨5) m(UU'¨5),

upuzun i('upu&zun) n('öupu&zU~) t('öÛpÛ&z¨~) m('UoU&z¨‚),
/™[:]/: sen i('s™n) n('sÈ~) t('så~) m('så‚),

kel i('˜™l) n('DÈ≈) t('Dhå≈) m('Khåæ),

ekmek i(™˜'m™˜) n(™D'm™D) t(öÈD'mÈD) m(™K'm™K),

perende i(p™'r™˛d™) n(p™'T™˛dÈ) t(pÈ'rÈ˛då) m(ph™'r™œdå),
/#[:]/: örtü i(#r'ty) n(%T'thY) t(ö%r'thœŒ) m(Ï®'th&),

öŸle i(##'l™) n(#%'xÈ) t(ö%@'xå) m(ÏÏ'lå),

göl i('‚#l) n('fl%≈) t('fl@≈) m('G'æ),

ßoför i(Sø'f#r) n(Sø'ƒ%Å) t(SØ'ƒ@5) m(fiØ'F'5),

/ø[:]/: kol i('køû) n('kØ‰) t('khù‰) m('khùÆ),

oŸlan i(øø'úan) n(øØ'Xa~) t(öØù'XA~) m(ØØ'ú√‚),

protokol i(&prøtø'køú) n(&pTøtø'khØ‰) t(&prØtØ'khù‰) m(&phrØtØ'khùÆ),
/a[:]/: laf i('laf) n('x√ƒ) t('x√ƒ) m('lxF),

kâr i('˜ar) n('D√aÅ) t('Dh√A5) m('Kh√√5),

kar i('kar) n('khaÅ) t('khA5) m('kh√5),

almak i(aú'mak) n(√X'm√k) t(ö√X'm√k) m(xú'mxk),

karavana i(&kara'vana) n(&k√T√'B√na) t(&k√r√'B√nA) m(&khxr‘'Vxn√);
/ii/: giymek i(‚ii'm™˜) n(fliI'm™D) t(fl¤Ù'mÈD) m(G¤¤'m™K),

/™i/: bey i('b™i) n('b™I) t('bÈÙ) m('∫e¤, '∫Ù¤),

/ai/: ay i('ai) n('√I) t('ö√Ù) m('√¤),

/$i/: k$ymet i(k$$'m™t) n(k$*'m™t) t(kì^'mÈt) m(kh*¤'m™t),

/yi/: tüy i('tyy) n('tyY) t('thœŒ) m('th˚˚),
/#i/: köy i('˜#y) n('D#Y) t('Dh%Œ) m('KhÏ˚),



/øi/: boy i('bøy) n('bøY) t('bØŒ) m('∫ù˚, '∫Ø˚),
/ui/: duy i('duy) n('duY) t('dÛŒ) m('∂U˚)÷

/™a/: realizm i(r™a'lizm) n(Ω™√'xizµ) t(rÈ√'x¤zµ) m(r™√'l¤sF),

/™ø/: neon i('n™øn) n('n™Ø~) t('n™Ø~) m('n™Ø‚),

/aø/: kaos i('kaøs) n('k√øs) t('kh√Øs) m('kh√Øs),

/yø/: düo i('dyø) n('dyØ) t('dœØ) m('∂˚Ø),

/$#/: aç$ölçer i(a'c$#L&c™r) n(√'c$%x&cÈÅ) t(ö√'cì%x&cå5), m(‘'©*Ïû&©å5),

/ua/: sual i('sual) n('sua≈) t('sÛ√A≈) {/uaa/} m('sU√„)÷

/i:™/: diŸer i('di™r) n('diÈÅ) t('d¤[¤]å5) m('∂¤å5),

/y:y/: züŸürt i('zyyrt) n('zyYrt) t('zœ[œ]œrt) m('z˚˚rt),
/$:$/: $Ÿ$l i('$$ú) n('$*‰) t('öì[ì]^‰) m('**Æ),

/$:a/: s$Ÿa i('s$a) n('s$a) t('sì[¤]A) m('s*√),

/u:u/: uŸur i('uur) n('uUÅ) t('öÛ[Û]¨5) m('U¨5),

/™:i/: eŸiç i('™ic) n('™Ic) t('öÈ[È]Ùc) m('™¤©),

/™:™/: eŸe i('™™) n('™È) t('öÈ[È]å) m('™å) (¬ /™[i]™/ below),
/a:a/: aŸa i('aa) n('√a) t('ö√[√]A) m('√√),

/a:$/: aŸ$ i('a$) n('√*) t('ö√[√]^, 'ö√[√]A|) m('√*, '√√),

/a:u/: aŸustos i(aus'tøs) n(√$s'tøs) t(√[√]Ûs'thØs) m(√Us'thØs),

/#:y/: öŸün i('#yn) n('#Y~) t('ö%[%]Œ~) m('Ï˚‚),

/#:™/: öŸe i('#™) n('#È) t('ö%[%]å) m('Ï[Ï]™),

/ø:u/: soŸuk i('søuk) n('søUk) t('sØ[Ø]Ûk) m('sØUk),

/ø:a/: soŸan i('søan) n('søa~) t('sØ[Ø]A~) m('sØ√‚)÷

/™[i]™/ i(™[i]™), n(™[I]™), t(È[Ù]È), m(™[Ù]™).
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<e consonants of international Turkish

8.1. «rst of all, let us carefully look again at some of the figures of Ã 7. For in-
ternational Turkish, we have to posit 24 consonantal phonemes, 4 of which are
more diaphonemes than real phonemes, because they are mostly used by good
speakers (¬ ˙ 8.1, where they are shown in round brackets).

If these diaphonemes are not respected, communication is not actually pre-
vented, because whole sentences can ensure their proper meaning, in spite of some
minimal (or subminimal) pairs.

<ey are /˜, ‚÷ l÷ ö/ and occur in loanwords from Arabic and Persian. In a broad
kind of phonemic transcription, they might even be rendered as /k, g÷ &÷ ö/, be-
cause they could be realized as plain (k, g÷ ú), and (`) (= zero, generally changing
/=ö/ into /=:/.

8.2. In ˙ 8.1, mostly nasal taxophones are put in square brackets, because they
are automatically realized as homorganic contoids to the following ones.

<us, ̇  8.2 shows all these nasal contoids, so that it is easier to accurately compare
them, both with the two nasal phonemes, /m, n/, and between themselves, as well.

Here are some examples: emin (™'min), kendim ('˜™˛dim), kambur (kam'bur),

8.
Turkish 
consonants

˙ 8.1. International Turkish: consonants.
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Ùstanbul (is'tambUú), enfes (™M'f™s), insancil (&i˛san'ciú), anten (a˛'t™n), sonra ('søø-

ra, 'sønra), inlemek (&inl™'me˜), senin lalangan (s™'ni± úa'úa˙gan), manca (man'Ca),
kanyon (kaN'jøn), denk ('d™ñ˜), bank ('ba˙k), inha (in'·aa), ben Alman$m ('b™ naú-

'man$m), bugün öŸleden sonra ('bu‚y n##l™'d™˛søø&ra, -søn&ra).

8.3. In addition, ˙ 8.3 gives the stops, (p, b÷ t, d÷ ̃ , ‚÷ k, g), including the laryn-
geal diaphone(me), (ö). In international Turkish pronunciation (p, t, ̃ , k) have no
‘aspiration' and (b, d, ‚, g) no devoicing.

Examples: polip (pø'lip), baba (ba'ba), tatl$ (tat'ú$), dede (d™'d™), gaga (ga'ga),
kitap (˜i'tap), kek ('˜™˜), kâr ('˜aar), kar ('kar), kok ('køk).

<e sequences kl and gl, in loans, have /˜l, ‚l/: klan (˜'lan), klik (˜'li˜), kloß (˜'løS),

and glase (‚-la's™) (but glikol (g-li'køl)).

8.4. ˙ 8.4 shows the constrictives, (f, v÷ s, z÷ S, Z), and the stop-strictive pair, (c,

C), which is homorganic to the last constrictive pair, for comparison.
Examples: figüratif (fi&‚yra'tif), verev (v™'r™v), ses ('s™s), zevalsiz (&z™val'siz), ßiße (Si'S™),

jeoloji (&Z™ølø'Zi), garaj (ga'raZ), çeç ('c™c), cici (Ci'Ci), çocuk (cø'Cuk).

8.5. Lastly, the first five orograms of ˙ 8.5 are the laterals which are needed in a
good accent of international Turkish, including the diaphone(me) (l). <e first two

˙ 8.2. International Turkish nasals.

m M ˙ 

n ± n N

∞ ˙ 

Ã

˙ 8.3. International Turkish: stops.

p b t d

£ 8 k g

ö 

˙ 8.4. International Turkish: constrictives and the stopstrictive pair /c, C/.

f v s z S Z c G



of them, (Ö, Õ), are the taxophones which occur before dental articulations, while (L)
is used before (c, C÷ S, Z). <e second row also gives the neutral realization of /ú/: (X)

(velar lateral, not the velarized lateral so often described and symbolized as (ı), as
shown straight after).

<e last two lateral orograms show two further unfit articulations, often indicat-
ed for the opposite realization. <ey are prepalatal and palatal, (¬, L), certainly sound-
ing ‘clearer' than their ‘dark' counterpart, but far too ‘clear' to be adequate. In fact,
(l) is su‚ciently di‡erent to oppose (ú), without sounding forced. For instance, sol
('søú) ‘left', and sol ('søl) ‘sol, G'.

<is clearly shows that Turkish has two lateral phonemes: /ú, l/. <e latter can be
classified as xenophoneme, or as diaphoneme used particularly in loanwords (as al-
so /˜, ‚/ do), or, as a taxophone next to front vowels, /i, y, ™, #/.

However, the neutral-accent contoid is a little di‡erent, as we will see, being al-
veolar itself, although not bilateral, but unilateral, (x), increasing the di‡erence
between the two contoids.

Examples for the laterals: lala ('úaúa), pul ('puú), lolo ('lølø), lale (laa'l™), bil ('bil),
gül ('‚yl), malul (maa'lul), iltimas (&iÖti'mas), malt$z (maÕ't$z), malca ('maúCa), sa-
lon (sa'úøn), rol ('røl), plaj (p'laZ), salisilat (sa&lisi'lat).

8.6. ˙ 8.5 also gives /r, j, ·/ (r, j, ·), respectively an alveolar tap˚ a palatal approx-
imant˚ and a laryngeal approximant, to complete the international inventory.

Examples for /r/: raf ('raf), iri (i'ri), sor ('sør), dört ('d#rt), k$rk ('k$rk), rezerv (r™-

'z™rv), tren (t'r™n).
Examples for /j/: yiv ('jiv), y$r ('j$r), yaŸ ('jaa), oya (ø'ja), $s$yay$m ($'s$jaj$m),

somya ('søm-ja), radyan (rad'jan), radyo ('rad-jø), istasyon (&istas'jøn) (but reaksiyon
(&r™aksi'øn)), yüz ('jyz), yol ('jøú).

Sequences of /ij=/ are realized as (i=), except in traditional pronunciation, which
has (ij=): Fethiye ('f™t-·i™). In mediatic pronunciation, also /™j=/ and /=ji/ can have
/j/ (`): DoŸubeyazit ('døub™[j]a&z$t), acayip (a'Ca[j]ip).

Arguably, words like çay ('cai), huy ('·uy) have normal diphthongs, /ai, ui/ (ai,

uy), and cannot be part of the /j/ phoneme, as too many authors think, instead.
<us, not ‘/'caj, '·uj/'!

Examples for /·/: hala ('·aúa), hilaf (·i'laf), saha (saa'·a), halhal (·aú'·aú), sulh
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˙ 8.5. International Turkish laterals, and /r, j, ·/ (and some di‡erent laterals for comparison).
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('sul·), Salihli (saa'li·li), hah ('·a·), talih (taa'li·). <e following examples, with
/éh0, éhé/ are also given here with /éh = é:/, because even in international pro-
nunciation they are often changed as shown: ahßap (a·'Sap÷ aa'Sap), bahßiß (ba·'SiS÷

baa'SiS), Ahmet (a·'m™t÷ aa'm™t), kahve (ka·'v™÷ kaa'v™), ihlal (i·'lal÷ ii'lal), müthiß
(myt'·iS), ahar (a'·ar÷ aa'ar), seher (s™'·™r÷ s™™'™r).

Colloquially, however, we can find /éhé/ = (éHé, é`é), \ (éé) with no vowel
lengthening: ahar (a'Har÷ a'ar), seher (s™'H™r÷ s™'™r), mühendis (&myH™˛'dis, my™˛-).

Geminate consonants are uttered as such. Words like konseptualizm /køns™ptu-

a'lizm/ can have intense consonants (køn&s™ptua'lizm, -'lizõ).
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<e consonants of neutral Turkish

8.7. Arguably, as for the vowels, also the consonant situation of the neutral accent
is more complex than for the international one. Following the exposition order of §
8.1-6, we will highlight mostly the di‡erences, which will become clearer in a while.

<ere is nothing to indicate about the nasals (with homorganic taxophones to
following consonants), with the addition that, before a pause, they are partially de-
voiced, (µ, ~).

As for the stops (which are not ‘aspirated', even in this accent), it should be not-
ed that, generally, /˜, ‚/ are realized as stopstrictives, (D, fl) (¬ ˙ 8.6). So this ac-
cent has two pairs of contoids for this manner of articulation: (D, fl) in addition
to (c, C). 

<e voiced ones also become partially devoiced before a pause: (À, ¸), as also
/b, d, g/ do: (∫, ∂, ä); but they remain voiced in word-internal position, even be-
fore voiceless consonants.

<e laryngeal stop, /ö/, is used in certain cases, but less so than in traditional
pronuciation (as we will see in § 8.11). It is also used before word-initial vowels
when stressed.

As for the constrictives˚ the only real peculiarity is that /f, v/ are not labiodental,
but bilabial, (ƒ, B). Let us add that, before a pause, the voiced ones become par-
tially devoiced: (Ê, ⁄, Ë).

8.8. <e most peculiar characteristics are found for /r/ and /ú, l/. In fact, for /r/,
instead of a tap, (r), we have the following (still alveolar] contoids: (|Ω, -T-, Å|) (¬ ˙
8.6). <us: (Ω) voiced slit constrictive in word-initial position, (Å) voiceless slit con-
strictive in word-final position, and (T) voiced approximant, in middle position.

Let us also notice that partial devoicing, as (Ë|), is generally not so common to-
day, as a word-internal tap, (r), is not any more (both between vowels, and either
preceded or followed by a consonant).

For the laterals˚ we find: /ú/ (X) (a velar bilateral, as already said, not a velarized
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˙ 8.6. Neutral Turkish: consonants /˜, ‚÷ f, v÷ r/.
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one), and /l/ (x) (an alveolar unilateral, not bilateral]˚ respectively. In addition, be-
fore a pause, these two laterals become partially devoiced: (‰, ≈) (¬ ˙ 8.7).

8.9. As for the palatal approximant˚ it should be noted first that we have a round-
ed postpalatal version of /j/, before rounded vowels: /j/ = (j_, ¥+). In addition, in
weaker syllables, instead of full approximants, we find semiapproximants, (J, Î), re-
spectively; in /ij=/ sequences, /j/ is generally dropped.

Let us repeat, once again, that we cannot seriously consider sequences like ‘/=jò,

=jÜ/', instead of the more realistic and sensible true diphthongs, /=i/ (_I, +Y).
For the laryngeal approximant˚ /·/, in addition to plain (·), we find a homocro-

matic palatal taxophone, (H), with tautosyllabic ‘front' vowels, \ /i, y, ™, #/ (either
before or after them, and also in word-initial or word-final position). #th ‘back'
vowels, \ /$, u, ø, a/, the common taxophone is laryngeal, (·).

„ile, in contact with a consonant (either before or after it), a velar taxophone,
(h), is common, which generally prevails on the influence of adjacent back vow-
els. In absolute final position, especially before a pause, we find (·), both after /$,

u, ø, a/ or consonants – but (H), after /i, y, ™, #/, as already said.
Geminate consonants are uttered as such.
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<e consonants of traditional Turkish

8.10. In comparison with the (modern) neutral accent, the peculiarities of the tra-
ditional one are that, /n[ò]Ü/ may not undergo assimilation. In addition, in stressed
syllables, /p, t, ˜, k÷ c/ are slightly ‘aspitrated', (Üh) ((h) laryngeal semiapproximant,
rather than approximant, (·)).

<ere is no di‡erence for /˜, ‚÷ c, C÷ f, v÷ s, z÷ S, Z/ (D, fl÷ c, C÷ ƒ, B÷ s, z÷ S, Z),
also for final prepausal partial devoicing, (Ò|), and full voicing before word-inter-
nal (even voicelss) consonants.

Instead, for /r/, we find (|r, -r-, 5|) ((5) is a completely voiceless alveolar tap˚ with
the same articulation as (r), but with no vibration of the vocal folds, as ̇  8.10 shows).

<ere is no di‡erence even for /ú, l÷ ·/ (X, x÷ ·, H, h). <e same for /j/, which,
before rounded vowels, becomes rounded: /j/ = (j_, ¥+), and with semiappproxi-
mants taxophones in weak syllables, (J, Î); generally, /ij=/ sequences maintain /j/.

8.11. <e diaphoneme /ö/ is completely maintained (even in cases where the
neutral accent drops it), and also used before either stressed or unstressed word-
-initial vowels (unless a preceding final consonant is resyllabified: /Üò=/ (˘Ü=)).

Examples: fiil /'fiil/ ('ƒ¤öÙx), saat /'saat/ ('s√ö√t), kura /ku'raa/ (kÛr'ö√A), müdafaa
/mydaa'faa/ (&mœd√√'ƒ√ö√), sanat /sa'nat/ (s√n'ö√t), mesele /m™s™'l™/ (&mÈsÈx'öå) Kuran
/ku'raan/ (kÛr'ö√A~), telin ‘denunciation' (tÈÈx'öÙ~) (¬ telin ‘of the wire' (tÈÈ'xÙ~)).

Geminate consonants are always realized as such: evvel (öÈB'Båx), milli (m¤x-

'x¤Ù), anne ('ö√nnå), bakkal (b√k'khAX).
Many ‘long' vowels (in loans from Arabic and Persian) are kept, more than in

(modern) neutral pronunciation.
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<e consonants of mediatic Turkish

8.12. <e first peculiarity of this accent concerns the possibility of having syllable-
or word-final seminasals, instead of full nasals (˙ 8.11). <is can happen more sys-
tematically before continuous consonants, rather than before stops or stopstrictives.

Furthermore, /p, t, c, ˜, k/, in stressed syllables, or in postpausal even un-
stressed position, are ‘semiaspirated', ('Üh, |Üh) (˙ 8.12).

For /˜, ‚/, in addition to (˜, ‚÷ D, fl), we can also find palatal (K, G), or prevelar
(k, G), stops, and even postpalatal stop-semi(con)strictive (…, ó). Not rarely, /˜, ‚/

can happen to be realized as /k, g/.
For /c, C÷ S, Z/, also slit phones, (©, Â÷ fi, ò), can be heard, or protruded postalveo-

-palatal stopstrictives and constrictives, (c, g÷ x, ç), as an alternative (˙ 8.13).

/f, v/ vary even more, adding to (ƒ, B) the labiodental semiconstrictive pair, (F,
V). In intervocalic position, /v/ can also be (B, ÷) (bilabial approximant, or semi-
constrictive), (V, ¶) (plain or velarized labiodental approximant), or (W) (rounded
semi-velar approximant, especially next to rounded back vowels – ˙ 8.14).
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˙ 8.11. Mediatic Turkish: seminasals.
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8.13. As for /r/, in addition to (r, |Ω, 5|, Å|), we also find (T) (and (∆), an alveolar semi-
-tap, intermediate between (r) and (T), with which it can actually alternate – ̇  8.15).

Furthermore, /l/ (l) can also be (˚) (alveolar semi-unilateral, intermediate be-
tween (l) and (x)), or, before consonants, (x, ¬) (the latter is an alveolar semilater-
al). For /ú/, we generally find (ú, X) (˙ 8.16). Often, /l/ and /ú/ are exchanged.

For /·/, in addition to normal (·, H, h), a velar semiconstrictive can be very frequent,
(·) (which is the voiceless counterpart of (y)), occurring especially before consonants
(˙8.17), while before a pause, (·) is more frequent (and (H)after front vowels).

<e voiced consonants, including the sonants, become completely voiceless be-
fore a pause. Before voiceless consonants, they become partially or completely de-
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˙ 8.14. Mediatic Turkish: consonants /f, v/ and their possible variants (mostly for /v/).
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voiced, but they may also remain voiced. After a pause, they may also become par-
tially devoiced, especially the non-continuous ones, in addition to remaining ful-
ly voiced.

8.14. /ö/ can be present, although more frequently it is dropped, both where it
would be correct in traditional pronunciation, and in word-initial position (either
in stressed or unstressed syllables).

For /j/, both in stressed and unstressed syllable, we generally find semi-approxi-
mant realizations: (J, J), also before rounded vowels: (j+); in /ij=/ sequences, /j/ is
generally dropped. Often, Ÿ is realized as (J, J, =÷ %, Æ, W), in addition to the velar
semiconstrictive (y), both within a word and finally (¬ ˙ 8.18). <e choice of the
taxophones depends on the quality of the vowels, for their lip and tongue posi-
tions.

Geminate consonants can often be simplified, as ‘long' vowels can be, as well.
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˙ 8.18. Mediatic Turkish: consonant /j/.
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Synoptic presentation of the consonant elements for the four Turkish accents 

8.15. <e consonants of the four accents are here shown in a synoptic way (as
we did for the vowels in § 6.13-14), so that we can immediately see if they are simi-
lar or di‡erent. However, not every single peculiarity is presented, which can be
found in the sets of figures and pertinent sections:

/m/ i(m) (M), n(m, µ|) (M), t(m, µ|), m(m) “ seminasals\ (MÜ, ̄ Ü, f=, ƒ=, F|),

/n/ i(n) (m, M, ̨ , Ã, ±, n, N, ñ, ̇ ), n(n, ~|) (m, ̨ , n, N, ñ, ̇ ), t(n, ~|), m(n) “ sem-
inasals + (Ü): (M, ¯, œ, ˝, ∫, ‹, û, n, ë, Ω, «), devoiced seminasals + (=): (f,

ƒ, í, ì, Ÿ, g, h, æ, m, µ, ù), voiceless seminasals + (|): (F, ‡, Œ, ^, ‚, G, ·, Æ,

M, ¯, %)

/p/ i/n(p), t(p, 'ph), m(p, 'ph, |ph), 

/b/ i(b), n/t(b, ∫|), m(b, ∫=, |∫, p|), 

/t/ i/n(t), t(t, 'th), m(t, 'th, |th), 

/d/ i(d), n/t(d, ∂|), m(d, ∂=, |∂, t|), 

/˜/ i(˜), n(D), t(D, 'Dh), m(K, 'Kh, |Kh {˜, k, k}), 

/‚/ i(‚), n/t(fl, À|), m(G, ‡=, |‡, K| {‚, G, g÷ á, ", ä÷ ˜, k, k}), 

/k/ i/n(k), t(k, 'kh), m(k, 'kh, |kh), 

/g/ i(g), n/t(g, ä|), m(g, ä=, |ä, k|), 

/ö/ i(`, ö), n(ö, `), t(ö), m(`, ö), 

/c/ i/n(c), t(c, 'ch), m(©, '©h, |©h), 

/C/ i(C), n/t(C, ¸|), m(Â, ä=, |ä, ©|), 

/f/ i(f), n/t(ƒ), m(F), 

/v/ i(v), n/t(B, Ê|), m(V, Ñ=, |Ñ, F|), 

/s/ i/n/t/m(s), 

/z/ i(z), n/t(z, ⁄|), m(z, ⁄=, |⁄, s|), 

/S/ i/n/t(S), m(fi), 

/Z/ i(Z), n/t(Z, Ë|), m(ò, √=, |√, fi|), 

/ú/ i(ú) (Õt-d), n/t(X, ‰|), m(ú, û=, ◊t-d-s-z, Æ|), 

/l/ i(l) (Öt-d, Lc-C-S-Z), n/t(x, ≈|, …t-d), m(l, ú=, √t-d-s-z, æ|), 

/r/ i(r), n(|Ω, T, Å|), t(|r, r, 5|), m(|r-Ω, r-T, ®-Ë=, 5-Å|), 

/j/ i(j), n/t(j, ’J÷ ¥, ’Î), m(J, ’J),

/·/ i(·), n/t/m(·|, ·Ì, Ì·, H5, 5H, 5H|) n/t(hÜ, Üh), m(·Ü, Ü·).

Comparing examples for the four Turkish accents 

8.16. At last, let us see the basic examples, which will make things clear, show-
ing the four accents together. Let us compare them carefully. Starting with the
nasals:

emin i(™'min) n(™'mI~) t(öÈ'm¤~) m(™'mÙ‚),
kendim i('˜™˛dim) n('D™˛dIµ) t('DÈ˛d¤µ) m('Kh™œdÙF), 
kambur i(kam'bur) n(k√m'bUÅ) t(k√m'b¨5) m(kh√M'b¨5), 
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Ùstanbul i(is'tambUú) n(is't√mbU‰) t(ö¤s't√mb¨‰) m(¤s'th√Mb¨Æ),
enfes i(™M'f™s) n(™m'ƒ™s) t(öÈm'ƒÈs) m(™ƒ'F™s),
kans$z i(ka˛'s$z) n(k√˛'s$⁄) t(k√˛'sì⁄) m(kh√í's*s),
insancil i(&insan'Ciú) n(&i˛s√n'CI‰) t(&ö¤˛s√n'CÙ‰) m(&¤ís√û'ÂÙÆ),
anten i(a˛'t™n) n(√˛'t™~) t(ö√˛'tÈ~) m(√í'tå‚),
sonra i('søøra, 'sønra) n('søØTa, 'sØnTa) t('sØùrA, 'sØnrA) m('sØØr√, 'sØ∫r√),
inlemek i(&inl™'me˜) n(&inx™'m™D) t(&ö¤nxÈ'mÈD) m(&¤∫l™'m™K),
senin lalangan i(s™'ni± úa'úa˙gan) n(s™'nin X√'X√˙ga~) t(sÈ'n¤n X√'X√˙gA~) m(s™-

'n¤‹ ú√'ú√«g√‚),
manca i(man'Ca) n(m√n'Ca) t(m√n'CA) m(mxû'Â√),
kanyon i(kaN'jøn) n(k√N'jø~) t(k√N'jù~) m(kh√n'Jù‚),
denk i('d™ñ˜) n('d™ñD) t('dÈñD) m('∂™æK),
bank i('ba˙k) n('b√˙k) t('b√˙k) m('∫√ùk).
inha i( in'·aa) n(in'·√a) t(ö¤n'·√A) m(ÙŸ'·√√),
ben Alman$m i('b™ naú'man$m) n('b™ n√X'm√n*µ) t('bÈ n√X'm√n*µ) m('∫™ nxú-

'mxnÙF),
bugün öŸleden sonra i('bu‚y n##l™'d™˛&søøra, -&sønra) n('bufly n#%x™'d™˛&søØTa,

-&sønTa) t('bÛflœ nù@xÈ'dÈ˛&sØùrA, -&sØnrA) m('∫ÛG˚ nÏÏl™'d™í&sØØr√, -&sØ∫r√).

And the stops: 
polip i(pø'lip) n(pø'xip) t(pØ'x¤p) m(phØ'l¤p),
baba i(ba'ba) n(b√'ba) t(b√'bA) m(∫‘'b√),
tatl$ i(tat'ú$) n(t√t'X*) t(t√t'X^) m(thxt'ú*),
dede i(d™'d™) n(d™'dÈ) t(dÈ'då) m(∂™'då),
gaga i(ga'ga) n(g√'ga) t(g√'gA) m(ä‘'g√),
kitap i(˜i'tap) n(Di't√p) t(D¤'t√p) m(KhÙ'thxp),
kek i('˜™˜) n('D™D) t('DhÈD) m('Kh™K),
kâr i('˜aar) n('D√aÅ) t('Dh√A5) m('Kh√√5),
kar i('kar) n('kaÅ) t('khA5) m('kh√5),
kok i('køk) n('køk) t('khØk) m('khØk).

<e constrictives and /c, C/: 
figüratif i(fi&‚yra'tif) n(ƒi&flyT√'tiƒ) t(ƒ¤&flœr√'th¤ƒ) m(F¤&G˚r‘'t¤F),
verev i(v™'r™v) n(B™'T™Ê) t(BÈ'rÈÊ) m(Ñ™'V™F),
ses i('s™s) n('s™s) t('sÈs) m('s™s),
zevalsiz i(&z™val'siz) n(&z™B√x'siz) t(&zÈ√x's¤s) m(&⁄™V√l's¤s),
ßiße i(Si'S™) n(Si'SÈ) t(S¤'Så) m(fi¤'fiå),
jeoloji i(&Z™ølø'Zi) n(&Z™øxø'ZI) t(&Z™ØxØ'Z¤) m(&√™ØlØ'òÙ),
garaj i(ga'raZ) n(g√'T√Ë) t(g√'r√Ë) m(ä‘'rxfi),
çeç i('c™c) n('c™c) t('chÈc) m('©h™©),
cici i(Ci'Ci) n(Ci'CI) t(C¤'CÙ) m(Â¤'ÂÙ),
çocuk i(cø'Cuk) n(cø'Cuk) t(cØ'CÛk) m(©hØ'ÂUk).
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For the laterals: 
lala i('úaúa) n('X√Xa) t('X√XA) m('úxú√),
pul i('puú) n('pU‰) t('ph¨‰) m('ph¨Æ),
lolo i('lølø) n('xøxØ) t('xØxù) m('lØlù),
lale i(laa'l™) n(x√a'xÈ) t(x√A'xå) m(lxx'lå),
bil i('bil) n('bI≈) t('b¤≈) m('∫Ùæ),
gül i('‚yl) n('flY≈) t('flŒ≈) m('‡&æ),
malul i(maa'lul) n(m√a'xU≈) t(m√A'x¨≈) m(mxx'l¨æ),
iltimas i(&iÖti'mas) n(&i…ti'm√s) t(&ö¤…t¤'m√s) m(&¤√tÙ'mxs),
malt$z i(maÕ't$z) n(m√X't$⁄) t(m√X'tì⁄) m(mx◊'th¤s),
malca i('maúCa) n('m√xCa) t('m√xCA) m('mxÖÂå),
salon i(sa'úøn) n(s√'XØ~) t(s√'Xù~) m(s‘'úù‚),
rol i('røl) n('ΩØ≈) t('rù≈) m('rùæ),
plaj i(p'laZ) n(p'x√Ë) t(p'x√Ë) m(ph'lxfi),
salisilat i(sa&lisi'lat) n(s√&xisi'x√t) t(s√&x¤s¤'x√t) m(s‘&l¤sÙ'lxt).

Examples for /r/: 
raf i('raf) n('Ω√ƒ) t('r√ƒ) m('rxF),
iri i(i'ri) n(i'TI) t(¤'r¤) m(Ù'rÙ),
sor i('sør) n('sØÅ) t('sù5) m('sù5),
dört i('d#rt) n('d#rt) t('d%rt) m('∂Ï®t),
k$rk i('k$rk) n('k$rk) t('khìrk) m('kh*®k),
rezerv i(r™'z™rv) n(Ω™'z™rB) t(rÈ'zÈrÊ) m(r™'z™®f),
tren i(t'r™n) n(t'ΩÈ~) t(t'rå~) m(th'rå‚).

Examples for /j/: 
yiv i('jiv) n('jiÊ) t('j¤Ê) m('J¤f),
y$r i('j$r) n('j*Å) t('j^5) m('J*5),
yaŸ i('jaa) n('j√a) t('j√A) m('J√√),
oya i(ø'ja) n(ø'ja) t(öØ'jA) m(Ø'J√),
yayaya i(ja'jaja) n(J√'j√Ja) t(J√'j√JA) m(J‘'JxJ√),
somya i('søm-ja) n('søm-Ja) t('sØm-JA) m('sØM-J√),
radyan i(rad'jan) n(Ω√d'ja~) t(r√d'jA~) m(rxd'J√‚),
radyo i('rad-jø) n('Ω√d-JØ) t('r√d-Jù) m('r√d-Jù),
istasyon i(&istas'jøn) n(&ist√s'jØ~) t(&ö¤st√s'jù~) m(&¤st√s'Jù‚), 
(and reaksiyon i(&r™aksi'øn) n(&Ω™√ksi'Ø~) t(&rÈ√ks¤'[j]ù~) m(&r™√ks¤'ù‚)).

Examples for /·/: 
hala i('·aúa) n('·√Xa) t('·√xA) m('·xú√),
hilaf i(·i'laf) n(Hi'x√ƒ) t(H¤'x√ƒ) m(HÙ'lxF),
saha i(saa'·a) n(s√a'·a) t(s√A'·A) m(sxx'·√),
halhal i(·aú'·aú) n(·√X'·a‰) t(·√x'·A‰) m(·xû'·xÆ),
sulh i('sul·) n('sux·) t('sÛx·) m('sUâ·),
Salihli i(saa'li·li) n(s√a'xiHxI) t(s√A'x¤HxÙ) m(sxx'l¤HlÙ),
hah i('·a·) n('·√·) t('·√·) m('·x·),
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talih i(taa'li·) n(t√a'xiH) t(t√A'x¤H) m(thxx'l¤H),
müthiß i(myt'·iS) n(myt'HiS) t(mœt'H¤S) m(m˚t'H¤fi).

And: 
ahßap i(a·'Sap÷ aa'-) n(√·'S√p÷ √a'-) t(ö√·'S√p÷ √A'-) m(x·'fixp÷ xx'-),
bahßiß i(ba·'SiS÷ baa'-) n(b√·'SiS÷ b√a'-) t(b√·'S¤S÷ b√A'-) m(∫x·'fi¤fi÷ ∫xx'-),
Ahmet i(a·'m™t÷ aaÏ-) n(√·'m™t÷ √aÏ-) t(ö√·'mÈt÷ √AÏ-) m(x·'m™t÷ xx'-),
kahve i(ka·'v™÷ kaa'-) n(k√·'BÈ÷ k√a'-) t(k√·'Bå÷ k√A'-) m(khx·'Vå÷ khxx'-),
ahar i(a'·ar÷ aa'ar) n(√'·aÅ÷ √a'aÅ) t(ö√'·√A5÷ ö√A'√A5) m(‘'·√√5÷ xx'√√5),
seher i(s™'·™r÷ s™™'™r) n(s™'H™Å÷ s™È-) t(sÈ'Hå5÷ sÈå-) m(s™'·åå5÷ s™™'åå5),
ihlal i(i·'lal÷ ii'lal) n(iH'xa≈÷ iI'-) t(ö¤H'xA≈÷ ¤Ù'-) m(ÙH'l√æ÷ ¤¤'-).

Examples for /ö/: 
fiil /'fiil/ i('fiil) n('ƒiI≈) t('ƒ¤öÙ≈) m('F¤¤æ),
saat /'saat/ i('saat) n('s√at) t('s√ö√t) m('sxxt),
kura /ku'raa/ i(ku'raa) n(ku'T√a) t(kÛr'ö√A) m(khU'r√√),
müdafaa /mydaa'faa/ i(&mydaa'faa) n(&myd√a'f√a) t(&mœd√A'ƒ√ö√) m(&m˚d‘Fxx'F√√), 
sanat /sa'nat/ i(sa'nat) n(s√'n√t) t(s√n'ö√t) m(s‘'nxt),
mesele /m™s™'l™/ i(&m™s™'l™) n(&m™s™'xÈ) t(&mÈsÈx'öå) m(&m™s™'lå), 
Kuran /ku'raan/ i(ku'raan) n(k$'T√a~) t(kÛr'ö√A~) m(khU'r√√‚),
telin ‘denunciation' i(t™'lin) n(t™'xI~) t(tÈÈx'öÙ~) m(th™'lÙ‚)

(¬ telin ‘of the wire' i(t™™'lin) n(t™™'xI~) t(tÈÈ'xÙ~) m(th™™'lÙ‚)).

Geminate consonants are always realized as such, although in mediatic pronun-
ciation they can often be shortened or simplified: 

evvel i(™v'v™l) n(™B'BÈ≈) t(öÈB'Bå≈) m(™V'Våæ),
milli i(mil'lii) n(mix'xiI) t(m¤x'x¤Ù) m(mÙl'l¤¤),
anne i('ann™) n('√nnÈ) t('ö√nnå) m('√nnå),
bakkal i(bak'kaú) n(b√k'ka‰) t(b√k'khA‰) m(∫√k'kh√Æ),
katt$ ‘he added' i(kat't$$) n(k√t't$*) t(k√t'thì^) m(khxt'th**), 
(¬ katt$ ‘it was a floor' i('katt$) n('k√tt*) t('kh√tt^) m('khxtthX))
(¬ kat$ ‘hard' i(ka't$) n(k√'t*) t(k√'th^) m(khx'th*)).
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Vowel harmony

9.1.1. By following one of the most striking properties of Turkish pronunciation,
the distribution of vowels within words is rather rigorously determined by vowel
harmony˘ Vowels are classified as front /i, y, ™, #/, or back /$, u, ø, a/, and high /i, y,

$, u/ or low /™, #, ø, a/, and unrounded /i, ™, $, a/ or rounded /y, #, u, ø/.
According to vowel harmony, the kind of [front or back] vowels occurring in the

first syllable of a word determines the kind of the vowels in subsequent syllables.
<us, we have (with front vowels): sekiz (s™'˜iz), seksen (s™k's™n), sinirlerimiz (si&nir-

l™ri'miz), ölmediler (&#lm™di'l™r); eller (™l'l™r), ellerim (&™ll™'rim), ellerime (&™ll™ri'm™).
And (with back vowels): dokuz (dø'kuz), doksan (døk'san), s$n$rlar$m$z (s$&n$r-

lar$'m$z), olmad$lar (&øúmad$'úar)÷ atlar (at'úar), atlar$m (&at-úa'r$m), atlar$ma
(at&úar$'ma).

9.1.2. Arguably, exceptions are not missing, like: anne ('ann™), kardeß (kar'd™S),

inanmak (&$nam'mak, -n'm-), ßißman (SiS'man), hangi ('·añ‚i), elma (™l'ma), imza
(im'zaa), memur (m™™'mur).

Invariable su‚xes are exceptions: -daß (daS), -gen (‚™n), -gil (‚il), -en (™n), -izm
(izm), -ken (˜™n), -ki ('˜i), -leyin (l™[j]in), -mtrak (mtrak), -yor (jør).

Some examples: alt$gen (&aÕt$'‚™n), k$smen ('k$sm™n), fatalizm (&fata'lizm), ak-
ßamleyin (ak'Saml™&[j]in), ekßimtrak (&™˜Simt'rak).

Certain clitics are exceptionally inavariable, too: bile (bi'l™), ile (i'l™), ise (i's™), ki
(˜i), ya (ja), as in: bunlar ise (bun'lari&s™).

9.1.3. Normally, unrounded vowels are followed by unrounded vowels. But rounded
vowels are followed by either high rounded ones or low unrounded ones. <us, we have: 

i or e /i, ™/ +   i or e /i, ™/, 
$ or a /$, a/ +   $ or a /$, a/, 
ü or ö /y, #/ +   ü or e /y, ™/, 
u or o  /u, ø/ +   u or a /u, a/.

But, since simple things are not part of this world, we find these further excep-
tions (with m˚ p˚ b˚ v /m, p, b, v/ between a /a/ and u /u/): çamur (ca'mur), tapu
(ta'pu), kabuk (ka'buk), tavuk (ta'vuk).
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9.1.4. Except for the invariable su‚xes, as seen above, the other su‚xes may
appear with e or a /™, a/, or either with i˚ ü /i, y/, or $˚ u /$, u/. <us, we find: 

ev ('™v), eve (™'v™), evin (™'vin),

otobüs (&øtø'bys), otobüse (&øtøby's™), otobüsün (&øtøby'syn),

orman (ør'man), ormana (&ørma'na), orman$n (&ørma'n$n),

okul (ø'kuú), okula (&øku'úa), okulun (&øku'úun).

9.1.5. Some loans take front-vowel su‚xes in spite of having back-vowel lex-
emes: golü (gø'ly), kapler (kap'l™r), saatin (saa'tin), hakikatsiz (·a&˜iikat'siz).

Taxophonics

9.2.1. Turkish has a very limited choice concerning consonant clusters. In fact,
word-initially, genuine Turkish words can only present single consonants.

For loanwords, only the ‘o‚cial' language can include initial clusters formed
by stops (/p, b, t, d, ˜, ‚, k, g/) followed by /r÷ ú, l/. In some cases, these foreign clus-
ter may start with /s/ followed by /p, t, ˜, k/; in rearer cases, we can also find /òsÜr,

òsÜú, òsÜl/ clusters (including /ps, pt/, which, in English correspond to /s, t/ for
Greek ps-˚ pt-˘ All these can certainly be used by educated Westernized people.

9.2.2. However, currently, all these clusters colloquially are mostly changed in-
to bisyllabic sequences, by adding /i/ or /$/ within the clusters or in front of them.
But, those words which entered Turkish several years ago have been adapted even
in their spelling: istasyon (&istas'jøn) (station), iskele (is'˜™l™) (scalo), istavroz (&istav-

'røz) (stavros), Üsküdar (ys'˜ydar) (Scutari).
Examples: grev (g'r™v, g$'r™v), kral (k'raú, k$'raú), plan (p'lan, pi'lan), tren (t'r™n,

ti'r™n), psikoz (p-i'køz, &pisi'-, pis'-), psißik (p-si'Si˜, &pisi'-, pis'-), ptiyalin (p-&ti[j]a'lin, pi&ti-,

ip&ti-), program (p-røg'ram, &p$rø'-), potpuri (&pøt-pu'ri, &pøt$-), spor (s'pør, is'pør, si-

'pør), stil (s'til, is'til, si'til), stres (st'r™s, ist'r™s, sit'r™s), klüp (˜'lyp, ̃ y'lyp, k$'lyp), spik-
er (s-pi'˜™r, &ispi-' &sipi-'), grip (g'rip, g$'rip), fren (f'r™n, fi'r™n), santral (sa˛t'raú, &sa˛t$-

'raú), plaj (p'laZ, pi'laZ), elektrik (&™l™˜t'ri˜, -ti'ri˜), stadyum (s'tad-jum, is'-), film ('film,

f'lim, 'filim).

9.2.3. In word-final position, two-element clusters are allowed (provided they are not
geminates): sarf ('sarf), fark ('fark), zamk ('zamk), renk ('r™ñ˜), kart ('kart), üst ('yst), aßk
('aSk), baht ('ba·t), teyp ('t™ip), genç ('‚™nc), felç ('f™Lc), bronz (b'rø˛z), ßans ('Sa˛s),

alarm (a'úarm), bant ('ba˛t), kürk ('˜yr˜), kazanç (ka'zanc), çift ('cift), boks ('bøks), raks
('raks), inanç (i'nanc), tunk ('tu˙k), gülünk (‚y'lyñ˜), alt ('aÕt), c$lk ('C$úk), ilk ('il˜),

erk ('™r˜), turp ('turp), ders ('d™rs), kent ('˜™˛t), dört ('d#rt).

9.2.4. In word-medial position, clusters of two or three consonants are divided,
leaving the last element at the beginning of the second syllable: $zgara ($z'gara),

ahç$ (a·'c$), ßapka (Sap'ka), akßam (ak'Sam), kahve (ka·'v™, kaa'v™), kibrit (˜ib'rit),
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köprü (˜#p'ry), dünya ('dyN-ja), eßya (™S'ja), kertenkele (˜™r't™ñ˜™&l™), Ankara ('a˙ka-

&ra), lütfen (lyt'f™n), hafta (·af'ta), ay$rtmak (&aj$rt'mak), boßaltmak (&bøSaÕt'mak),

karpuz (kar'puz), doktor (døk'tør), banka ('ba˙ka), birkaç (bir'kac), makbuz (mak-

'buz), içmek (ic'm™˜), çiftçi (cift'ci), farkta ('fark-ta), abartmak (&abart'mak), kork-
mak (kørk'mak), silkmek (sil˜'m™˜), iflas (if'las), ifßa (if'Sa), ihtar (i·'tar), ßaplak (Sap-

'úak), stadyum (s'tad-jum, is-), israf (is'raaf), çiftsay$ ('cift-sa&j$), çiftkap$ ('cift-ka-

&p$), çitlik (cit'li˜).

9.2.5.Turkish can oppose simple and geminate consonants, but only in word-medial
position: beyine (&b™ji'n™), beyyine (&b™jji'n™), eli (™'li), elli (™l'li), kese (˜™'s™), kesse (˜™s-

's™), kat$ (ka't$) ‘hard', katt$ (kat't$) ‘he added' (¬ kat$ (ka't$$) ‘hard', kat$ (kaa't$)

‘secant', and katt$ ('katt$) ‘it was a floor'), biti (bi'ti), bitti (bit'ti), ama ('ama) (but al-
so (a'ma)), amma ('amma) (¬ âmâ (aa'maa)).

Some examples of ‘long' (geminate) consonants: milli (mil'lii), belli (b™l'li), yol-
lamak (&jøúúa'mak), yollanmak (&jøúúam'mak) (traditionally (&jØXX√n'm√k)), dikkat
(di˜'kat), bakkal (bak'kaú), muhakkak (&mu·ak'kak), teßekkül (&t™S™˜'˜yl), hatta ('·at-

taa), müfettiß (&myf™t'tiS), Allah (aú'úa·), anne ('ann™), evveli (&™vv™'li).

9.2.6. As we already know from Ã 6, Turkish can also oppose short and ‘long'
vowels (rather geminates or narrow diphthongs): hal ('·al) ‘solution; (covered)
market', hal ('·aal) ‘condition', da ('da), daŸ ('daa), sat! ('sat), saat ('saat) (tradition-
ally: ('s√ö√t)), adet (a'd™t), âdet (aa'd™t), ama ('ama), âmâ (aa'maa), dahi (da'·i)

(sometimes also (da'·ii)), dâhi (daa'·i), tarihi (&tari'·i), tarihî (&tari'·ii), katil (ka'til)

‘murder', katil (kaa'til) ‘murderer', dün ('dyn), düŸün ('dyyn).

9.2.7. Turkish spelling does not always show long vowels (but, the circumflex ac-
cent, which in some cases should be written to indicate vowel length, is less and less
used, nowadays). Also the following words have ‘long' vowels, is spite of their spelling:
memur (m™™'mur), mide (mii'd™), munis (muu'nis), tane (taa'n™), güya ('‚yyja).

9.2.8. A number of previous examples have already shown that, not only in medi-
al position, but also in initial position (¬ § 9.2.2), even /Üj, Ür, Üú, Ül/ sequences are
separated: iplik (ip'li˜), abla ('ab-úa), katla (kat'úa), etnik (™t'ni˜), etli (™t'li), evrim (™v-

'rim), bakla (bak'úa), parkta (park'ta), partner (part'n™r), parya ('par-ja), saçma (sac-

'ma), süprüntü (&syp-ry˛'ty), tedris (t™d'ris), meklik (m™˜'li˜), radyo ('rad-jø)÷ glikol (g-

li'køl), gnays (g'nais).

9.2.9. In phrases, simple or clustered final consonants (/Üò=/) followed by a
vowel are resyllabified as (˘Ü=˘) (except in pedantic traditional pronunciation): te-
ßekkür ederim! (&t™S™˜'˜y r™'d™rim), çok iyi! (&cø˜i'ji). 

Colloquially, the same rule of voice assimilation (¬ § 9.2.11-12), which is active
in the formation of words, is generally active in phrases, as well. <us, as ßarap (Sa-

'rap) gives ßarab$ (&Sara'b$), so we can find ßarap ald$m (Sa&rabaú'd$m), instead of
(Sa&rapaú'd$m), which is more typical of careful speech. 
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Assimilation

9.3.1. It is time, now, to systematically consider assimilation˘ Of course there are
at least two kinds of assimilation: articulatory assimilation, including loss or fusion of
certain segments, and sonority assimilation.

We have already seen the quite normal assimilation of /n[ò]Ü/ (and the more lim-
ited one of /m/ = (M) + /f, v/), ¬ § 8.2. <is happens quite naturally, although, in
traditional pronunciation, rather surprisingly because of spelling pronunciation,
speakers try to avoid it. Also /ú[ò]Ü, l[ò]Ü/ present moderate assimilations (¬ § 8.5).

<e same also happens with /n[ò]ú, n[ò]l/, which currently become (nn) (although
neutral and traditional pronunciations tend not to assimilate): dinlemek (&dinne'm™˜÷

-nl-), günler (‚yn'n™r÷ -n'l-), karanlik (&karan'ni˜÷ -n'l-), onlar (øn'nar÷ -n'ú-), yanl$ß (jan-

'n$S÷ -n'ú-), zamanl$ (&zaman'n$÷ -n'ú-). More rarely, we also find /mú, ml/ (mm): ak-
ßamlar (&akSam'mar÷ -m'ú-).

9.3.2. In sequences of /z/ + the voiceless consonants /p, t, ̃ , k, c, f, s, S, ·/, we have
/z/ = /s/: yüz para ('jys pa'ra), göztaß$ (&‚#sta'S$), pezkür (p™s'˜yr), mezhep (m™s'·™p),

düzse (dys's™), gelmezse (&‚™lm™s's™), gözsüz (‚#s'syz), tuzsuz (tus'suz), yazs$n (jas's$n),

sekiz sene (s™'˜is s™'n™), dokuz ßehir (dø'kus S™'·ir, S™™'ir).

On the contrary, in sequences of /s, S/ + diphonic voiced consonants, /b, d, ‚,

g, C, v, z, Z/, or sonants, /m, n, r, ú, l, j/, there is no change in the kind of phona-
tion used: esna (™s'na), esri (™s'ri), hasbi (·as'bi), kasdoku ('kasdø&ku), kaßmer (kaS-

'm™r), kußbaz (kuS'baz).

In addition, we often find /ts/ = /ss/: yats$ (jas's$), Fatsa ('fassa)÷ and /cs/ = /ts, ss/:
gençsin (‚™˛t'sin, ‚™˛s'sin)÷ and /cz/ = /sz, tsz/: geç zaman ('‚™s za'man, '‚™ts). Let us also
note cases like /tòS/: git ßuradan! ('‚iSSura&dan).

9.3.3. In sequences of /c/ + /p, t, ˜, k/ (but also + /b, d, ‚, g/), we can have /c/ = /S/
(except in traditional pronunciation): içplazma ('iSp-úaz&ma), geçtin (‚™S'˜in), içki (iS'˜i).

Again except in traditional pronunciation, we also find /C/ = /Z/ + /b, d, ‚, g/:
secde (s™Z'd™). Further changes are /c, C/ = /S, Z/ + sonants, as well: güçlük (‚yS'ly˜),

göçmen (‚#S'm™n), Necla (n™Z'la), ecnebi (&™Zn™'bii).
Also, /Cz/ = /Zz, zz/: ecza (™Z'zaa, ™z'zaa), eczac$ (™Z'zaaC$, ™z'z-)÷ and /Ss/ = /ss, S/:

beß sene ('b™S s™'n™, 'b™s s™'-, 'b™ S™'-), kalm$ßs$n (&kaúm$S's$n, -$s's$n, -$'S$n), yaz-
m$ßs$n$z (&jazm$Ss$'n$z, -$s's$-, -$'S$-)÷ and /Sz/ = /sz/: iß zaman$ ('is zama'n$).

9.3.4. „en bir is used as an article, instead of a numeral, colloquially it be-
comes /bi/, both before consonants and vowels: bir ev (bi'™v, bi'r™v), bir daha (&bi-

da'·a, bi'daa, 'bidaa, &birda, birda), bir anda (bia˛'da, &bira˛'da), bir dakika (bi&da-

˜ii'ka, -˜i'ka, &bidak'ka, &bir-, bir-), bir bakt$m (&bibak't$m, &bir-), bir ünlü (biyn'ny,

&biryn-). 

Also the grammeme -yor /jør/ colloquially loses its /r/: geliyor (&‚eli'[j]ø[r]), oturu-
yor (ø&turu'jø[r]), beni seviyor (b™'ni s™vi'[j]ø[r]).
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9.3.5. „en /t/ is in the middle of a consonant cluster, it is generally dropped
(but not in cases like astronot (&ast-rø'nøt)): astsubay ('as[t]su&bai), çiftlik (cif{t}'li˜),

çiftçi (cif[t]'ci), rastgele ('ras[t]‚™&l™), rastlamak (&ras[t]úa'mak), üstgeçit ('ys[t]‚™&cit).

In Ã 6, we have already seen that, also in neutral and mediatic pronunciations,
but generally not in international and traditional ones, aŸ$ /a:$/ can generally be-
come ‘/a:[a]/': çaŸ$r i('caaar) n('c√aÅ) t('ch√A5) m('©√√5).

9.3.6. We also saw the use of /ö/ in traditional pronunciation (¬ § 8.11): teessüf
(t™™s'syf) t(&thÈöås'sœƒ), taarruz (taar'ruz) t(&th√öAr'rÛ⁄), aba (a'ba) t(ö√'bA).

As we already know from Ã 6, the neutral and traditional accents have the low-
ered vowel taxophones, which occur before a pause in absolute final position, but
also if followed by sonants.

Mediatic pronunciation, which generally does not use such pre-sonant taxo-
phones, can on the contrary have them in word-internal position: bende (b™˛'d™)

m(∫™œ'då, ∫åœ-), geldi (‚™Ö'di) m(‡™Ö'dÙ, ‡åÖ-), Danca ('danCa) m('∂√ûÂ√).

9.3.7. In some mediatic accents, these taxophones can also be used according
to neutral usage, \ in prepausal absolute, or pre-sonant, position. „ile, in some
traditional accents, the same kind of taxophones can be used in word-internal pre-
-sonant position, either in checked or unchecked syllables: orun (ø'run) t(ù'r¨~), ir-
sen (ir's™n) t(Ùr'så~), görme (‚#r'm™) t(fl@r'må), longa ('lø˙ga) t('xù˙gA), parsel (par-

's™l) t(pAr'såx).

Here we list a few words that can have some kind of ‘special' pronunciation:
sonra ('sønra, 'søøra, 'søra), deŸil ('d™il, 'diil, &dil, ’dil) (sometimes (d™'il)), daha (da-

'·a, 'daaa, &daa, ’da[a]), iyi (i'ji, i'i, 'ii, 'ji), iddia (id'diaa, &iddi'aa, id'daa), beyaz (b™-

'[j]az), allaha$smarlad$k (&aúúa'·a$smarúa&d$k, aú'úa[a]s-). Often, words like burada
/'burada/, orada /'ørada/, lose their middle vowel: ('bur[a]da, 'ør[a]da).

In Ã 11 some other modifications of certain words will be shown as possible
variants, which might be classified as (more) colloquial ones.

9.3.8. In traditional pronunciation, words like the following generally have
long vowels as shown: imal (ii'ma[a]l), maksut (mak'su[u]t), makul (ma'ku[u]ú), ma-
lumat (&maaúuma[a]t), meßgul (m™S'gu[u]ú), tefrik (t™f'ri[i]˜), ißtirak (&iSti'ra[a]˜), istik-
lal (&isti˜'la[a]l), takip (taa'˜i[i]p), tercih (t™r'Ci[i]·), üslup (ys'lu[u]p). Nowadays, how-
ever, ‘long' vowels in checked syllables are regularly shortened.

9.3.9. Normally, in neutral pronunciation, /ij=/ is /i[j]=/, also in iyi (i'ji, i'i); this
also occurs in international pronunciation. In mediatic pronunciation, /j/ (which
is generally (J)) is often dropped even when it is surrounded by identical front vow-
el: eyer (™'j™r, ™'™r÷ '™™r), büyük (by'jy˜, by'y˜÷ 'byy˜).
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Stress

9.4.1. In Turkish, the unmarked position of word stress is on the last syllable.
Here are some examples: sari (sa'ri), kuyu (ku'ju), hasta (·as'ta), dünya (dyN'jaa), la-
z$m (laa'z$m), görmece (&‚#rm™'C™), kalabal$k (ka&úaba'ú$k), nakliyat (&nak-li'[j]at),

kad$n (ka'd$n), garson (gar'søn), profesör (&prøf™'s#r). Afterwards, we will see the
di‡erent exceptions, which we have to know.

„en su‚xes are added, they are stressed, unless they are unstressable items: 
onur (ø'nur), onurlan (&ønur'úan), onurland$r (ø&nurúa˛'d$r), onurland$r$l (&ønur-

&úa˛d$'r$ú), onurland$r$lm$ß (ø&nurúa˛&d$r$ú'm$S).

Let us also consider well the following examples: kitap (˜i'tap), kitaplar (&˜itap-

'úar), kitaplar$m (˜i&tap-úa'r$m), kitaplar$mda (˜i&tap-úar$m'da), kitaplar$mdaki
(˜i&tap-úa&r$mda'˜i), kitaplar$mdakiler (˜i&tap-úa&r$mda˜i'l™r), kitaplar$mdakilere
(˜i&tap-úa&r$mda&˜il™'r™).

9.4.2. Let us anticipate that words with marked non-final accent do not change
their stressed syllable, when su‚xes are added: teyze ('t™iz™), teyzemin ('t™iz™&min),

teyzelerimden ('t™iz™&l™rim&d™n).

Longer examples: iskemle (is'˜™ml™), iskemleler (is'˜™ml™&l™r), iskemlelerimiz (is-

'˜™ml™&l™ri&miz), iskemlelerimizde (is'˜™ml™&l™rimiz&d™), iskemlelerimizdeki (is'˜™ml™-

&l™ri&mizd™&˜i), iskemlelerimizdekiler (is'˜™ml™&l™ri&mizd™˜i&l™r).

In addition, when an added su‚x is not stressable, the resulting word is stressed
on the syllable which precedes that su‚x: yaz ('jaz) and yaz$yor (ja'z$jør), git ('‚it)

and gidilemiyorsa ('‚idi&l™mi[j]ør&sa).

9.4.3. Vocatives take a stress on their second last syllable: kad$n! ('kad$n), gar-
son! ('garsøn), profesör! (prø'f™s#r).

Interjections are mostly stressed on their initial syllable (but with frequent vari-
ants): haydi! ('·aidi), hayhay! ('·ai·ai, ·ai'·ai), eyvah! (™i'va[a]·, '™iva[a]·), mübarek!
('mybaa&r™˜), inßallah! ('inSaú&úa·), maßallah! ('maaSaú&úa·), oha! ('ø·aa), yallah! ('jaú-

úa·), yapma! ('japma, jap'ma), yarabbi! ('jaarab&bi).

Many loanwords have a marked stress position on second last syllables: banka
('ba˙ka), fasulya (fa'sul-ja), futbol ('futbøú), jaluzi (Za'luzi), lobi ('løbi), lokanta (lø-

'ka˛ta) (also with su‚xes: lokantalar$m$zdan (lø'ka˛ta&úar$m$z&dan)), politika
(&pøli'tika), taksi ('taksi).

However, some loanwords have unmarked stress (though with possible collo-
quial or mediatic variants for timbres or stress): metot (m™'tøt), kitap (˜i'tap), lale
(laa'l™), otomobil (&øtømø'bil), otobüs (&øtø'bys÷ &øtø'bøs, &#t#'bys). But we find: pe-
nalt$ ('p™naÕ&t$÷ p™'naÕt$÷ &p™naÕ't$).

Also place names have their marked position on second last syllables: Ùzmir ('iz-

mir), Mersin ('m™rsin), Manisa (ma'nisa), Adana (a'dana), Ùstanbul (is'tambul), An-
talya (a˛'tal-ja), Erzincan (™r'zinCan), Fatsa ('fat-sa), Afrika (af'rika), Fransa (f'ra˛-

sa), Ùngiltere (&iñ‚iÖ't™r™).
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9.4.4. However, when the second last syllable in a polysyllabic place name is
unchecked (or free), the stress falls on the third last syllable, as shown in the follow-
ing examples: Ankara ('a˙ka&ra), Edremit ('™d-r™&mit), Türkiye ('tyr˜i&[j]™), Marmaris
('marma&ris), Erzurum ('™rzu&rum), Fethiye ('f™t-·i&[j]™), Eskißehir (™s'˜iS™&·ir), Ùsken-
derun (is'˜™˛d™&run), Kayseri ('kais™&ri), Çaykara ('caika&ra), Aksaray ('ak-sa&rai), Ak-
hisar ('ak-·i&sar), Kastamonu (kas'tamø&nu), EryataŸ$ ('™r-ja&taa$). But, let us notice:
Kußadas$ ('kuSa&das$).

Also note: Hindistan (&·i˛dis'tan), Gürcistan (&‚yrCis'tan), and so on (which, in
mediatic pronunciation, often become (·i˛'distan, ‚yr'Cistan)).

9.4.5. In addition, let us compare place names and common words: Alaca (a'úaCa),

Bebek ('b™b™˜), Bodrum ('bød-rum), M$s$r ('m$s$r), Ordu ('ørdu), Tokat ('tøkat),

M$s$r'dakiler ('m$s$r&da˜i&l™r), but: alaca (&aúa'Ca), bebek (b™'b™˜), bodrum (bød-

'rum), m$s$r (m$'s$r), ordu (ør'du), tokat (tø'kat), m$s$rdakiler (&m$s$r&da˜i'l™r).
Place names also retain their stress when su‚xes are added: Ankara'da ('a˙kara&da),

Ùstanbul'a (is'tambu&úa), Ùstanbulumuzu (is'tambu&úumu&zu), Mersin'de ('m™rsi˛&d™).
However, we can provide some minimal pairs with distinctive position of stress:

katt$ (kat't$) ‘he added', katt$ ('katt$) ‘it was a floor', gelin (‚™'lin) ‘bride' and gelin
('‚™lin) ‘you come! (pl.)', hay$r (·a'j$r) ‘kindness' and hay$r ('·aj$r) ‘no', benim
(b™'nim) ‘my' and benim ('b™nim) ‘I'm', yaln$z ('jaún$z) ‘only', yaln$z (jaú'n$z)

‘alone, lonely', bende (b™˛'d™) ‘in/on me' and ben de (&b™˛'d™) ‘me too'.

9.4.6. Adverbs are never stressed on their final syllable: ancak ('anCak), ans$z$n
('a˛s$&z$n), belki ('b™l˜i), burada ('bura&da), evet ('™v™t), ßimdi ('Simdi), yar$n ('ja-

r$n), yaz$m ('jaz$m), yaln$z ('jaún$z) (¬ the adjective yaln$z (jaú'n$z)).
<e following words have initial stress: hangi ('·añ‚i), hani ('·ani), nas$l ('nas$ú),

niçin ('nicin) (traditional pronunciation: ('n¤ÙcÙ~), but also (ni'cin), ¬ § 9.4.14). <e
same goes for words like: asosyal ('asøs&jaú), kapkara ('kapka&ra).

9.4.7. Iterated words (even if with slight modifications) have a primary stress on
the pertinent syllable of the first part: abuk sabuk (a'buksa&buk), gizli gizli (‚iz'li‚iz-

&li), ß$p$r ß$p$r (S$'p$rS$&p$r), sürüm sürüm (sy'rymsy&rym), gizli mizli (‚iz'limiz&li),

ßap$r ßupur (Sa'p$rSu&pur)÷ pisi pisi (pi'sipi&si) (but pisipisi (pi&sipi'si)). Also: mosmor
('møsmør), yemyeßil ('j™m-j™&Sil), sapsar$ ('sap-sa&r$).

The same stress pattern is maintained when the iteration is only semantic, not
lexical (as a normal compound): ite kaka (i't™ka&ka), içli d$ßl$ (ic'lid$S&ú$). Note,
however: ana baba (a&naba'ba), ara sor (&ara'sOr).

9.4.8. Compound words˚ in fact, are mostly stressed on the prominent syllable
of their first element (even if written separately):

Abanozgiller (&aba'nøz‚il&l™r), art$k y$l (ar't$k-j$ú), baßbakan ('baSba&kan), baßöŸ-
retmen ('baS##r™t&m™n), bilgisayar (bil&‚isa'jar), bugün ('bu‚yn), buzdolab$ ('buzdø-

úa&b$), dereotu (d™'r™øtu), $ß$n$mölçer (&$S$'n$m#L&c™r), karagöz (ka'ra‚#z) (but
Karagöz (&kara'‚#z)), kas$mpat$ (ka's$mpa&t$), okulkitab$ (ø'kuú˜ita&b$), yay$nevi
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(ja'j$n™&vi), yeryüzü ('j™r-jy&zy).

And: çay bardaŸ$ ('caibar&daa$), ders kitaplar$ ('d™rs˜i&tapla&r$), dolma kalem
(døú'maka&l™m), iß adam$ ('iSada&m$), sokak lambas$ (sø'kak&úamba&s$), telefon reh-
beri (&t™l™'fønr™·b™&ri), anlam$ß olmak (&anúa'm$Søú&mak), bitiriyor gözükmek (&biti-

'ri[j]ør&‚#zy˜&m™˜), hasta olmak (·as'taøú&mak), hayat bilgisi (·a'jatbil‚i&si), tiyatro bi-
leti (ti'[j]at-rø&bil™&ti), yard$m etmek (jar'd$m™t&m™˜), yaz$ masas$ (ja'z$masa&s$).

9.4.9. Foreign words and names do not keep their original stress, if not accidental-
ly (unlike many linguists claim): atölye (a't#l-j™) ‘atelier' (&at#'lje), Vaßinkton (&vaSi,k-
'tøn)‘Washington' ('wØS¤˙tÈn), Mendelson (&m™˛d™l'søn) ‘Mendelssohn' ('mE˛dLs&Zo;n).

For the time being, the so-called ‘Sezer rule' seems to provide the best generalization:
primary stress is on the last but one syllable, whenever this is strong, as in: jandarma
(Za˛'darma) ‘gendarme' (ZŒ'da®m), and on the last but two syllable if the last but one is
weak, as in: Íevrole ('S™vrø&l™) ‘Chevrolet' (&S™v>È'l™;I, 'S™v>È&l™I).

9.4.10. <e numbers from 11 to 19 are real compounds, so their main stress falls
on on (10, but the second element can vary a lot): on beß ('øm&b™S), on iki ('øni&˜i,

'ø&ni˜i), on alt$ ('ønaú&t$, 'ø&naút$), on yedi ('øN-j™&di, 'øN&j™di), on sekis ('ø˛s™&˜is,

'ø˛&s™˜is), on dokuz ('ø˛dø&kuz, 'ø˛&døkuz). <e same pattern occurs with en\ en az
('™&naz), en büyük ('™mby&jy˜, '™m&byjy˜), en geç ('™ñ&‚™c), en son ('™˛&søn).

However, some compounds have unmarked stress: al$ßveriß (a&ú$Sv™'riS), bilgisa-
yar (bil&‚isa'jar), böcekkapan (b#&C™kka'pan), gelinboŸan (&‚™lim'bøøan), kabakulak
(ka&baku'úak), vatansever (va&ta˛se'v™r).

But, let us also consider a ‘phrase-word' like: almayacak ‘she won't take' ('aúma-

ja&Cak) (with the infixed negative su‚x ma˚ which places stress before it). <e same
is true for alma! ('aúma), which has two reasons to have initial stress, being an ex-
clamation with the negative su‚x ma˘

9.4.11. Always by taking indications from some of the books listed in the Bibliogra-
phy and transcribing some of those examples (in this case: Göksel “ Kerslake: 30-34),
we will complete our treatment of stress.

Words with su‚xes with stress on their first syllable: bakmaks$z$n (bak'maks$-

&z$n), geliyor (‚™'li[j]ør), geliyorlan (‚™'li[j]ør&úar), kazarak (ka'zarak), ßaßakald$m (Sa-

'Sakaú&d$m), tutuver (tu'tuv™r), tutuvermiß (tu'tuv™r&miS), tutuveriyor (tu'tuv™ri&[j]ør).

<ere are also cases with two possibilities, like: Afrikal$laßarak (af&rika&ú$úa'Sa-

rak, af'rika&ú$úa&Sarak), Afrikal$laßiyor (af&rika&ú$úa'S$jør, af'rika&ú$úaS$&jør).

9.4.12. Prefixes tend to be stressed. <is is true only for the native category of in-
tensifiers obtained by duplication: masmavi ('masmaa&vi), gizli gizli (‚iz'li‚iz&li)) and
for loaned prefixes, such as a- (asosyal ('asøs&jal)), anti- (when the meaning of the prefix
is maintained, as in antidemokratik ('a˛ti&d™møk-ra&ti˜)), the family prefix kay\n- (as in
kay\npeder (ka'j$mp™&d™r)), and the rare Persian prefixes na- and ma- (as in natamam
('nata&mam), maaile ('ma[aö]ai&l™)).

Some su‚xes and clitics put a stress before them: gelseymiß (‚™l's™imiS), giderse
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(‚i'd™rs™), otururken (&øtu'rur˜™n), okuyacakt$r (ø&kuja'Cakt$r)÷ Aliyle (a'liil™), eliyle
(™'liil™)÷ kad$nca (ka'd$nCa), k$ß$n ('k$S$n), nereye ('n™r™&j™), orada ('øra&da),

tamamen (ta'mam™n), uçarcas$na (u'carCas$&na), ufac$k ('ufa&C$k), yayla ('jaila).

Other cases: uyurum (u'jurum), anlam$ßs$n (&a±úa'm$Ss$n), anlayass$niz (&a±úa'ja-

s$&n$z), tutsaklar (tut'sak-úar), Ahmet bile (a·'m™tbi&l™), gittiniz mi? (&‚itti'nizmi),

bense ('b™˛s™), gitmedik ('‚itm™&di˜), bakmadan ('bakma&dan) (but: bakmazd$k (bak-

'mazd$k), yazmay$z (jaz'maj$z)), anl$yorum da (a±&ú$jø'rumda), bakm$yordum ki
(bak&m$jør'dum˜i), gördüm ki (‚#r'dym˜i), gördüm ya (‚#r'dym-ja).

More cases (with a negative su‚x) to be carefully compared:
seviyor (s™'vi[j]ør), sevmiyor ('s™vmi&[j]ør), Ùstanbullulaß (is'tambuúúu&úaS), Ùstanbullu-
laßma (is&tambuúúu'úaSma), istemißtim (&ist™'miStim), istememißtim ki (&ist™m™miS-

'tim˜i), anlayam$yorum (&a±úa'jam$jø&rum), anlayam$yorum ki (&a±úa&jam$jø'rum-

˜i), söylememiß (s#iy'l™m™miS), söylememiß ya (s#iy&l™m™'miS-ja), yürüyorum (jy'ryjø-

&rum), yürüyorum da koßam$yorum (jy&ryjø'rumda| kø'Sam$jø&rum) (but not with a
‘continuative' da]˘

9.4.13. Here are examples where su‚xes do not change the original stress patterns: 
geldiler (&‚™ldi'l™r), geldilerse (&‚™ldi'l™rs™), geldiler bile (&‚™ldi'l™rbi&l™), yorgun (jør-

'gun), yorgunum (jør'gu-num), yorgunmu (jør'gummu), bisiklet (&bisi˜'l™t), bisiklet-
le (&bisi˜'l™t-l™), bisikletse (&bisi˜'l™t-s™), çocuk (cø'Cuk), çocuksa (cø'Cuk-sa), çocuk-
ça (cø'Cuk-ca), Ùstanbul (is'tambuú), Ùstanbul'la (is'tambuú&úa), Ùstanbul'dayd$m (is-

'tambuÕ&daid$m), oturma (ø'turma), oturmad$ (ø'turma&d$), okulda (&økuÕ'da), o-
kuldaym$ßlar (&økuÕ'daim$S&úar).

9.4.14. However, very often we can find two possibilities, as in: Ùstanbul bile
(is'tambuúbi&l™, &istam'buúbi&l™), Ùstanbul mu? (is'tambuú&mu, &istam'buúmu), Ùstan-
bulsa (is'tambuÕ&sa, &istam'buÕsa), Ùstanbul da (is'tambuÕ&da, &istam'buÕda).

Let us also consider these other examples: oturuyormußsun bile (&øtu'rujør&muSsum-

bi&l™), oturacaksa da m$? (ø&tura'Cak-sada&m$), istememiß miydin ki? (&ist™m™'miSmii-

diñ&˜i).

9.4.15. <us far, we have seen how stress behaves in ‘proper' Turkish. According
to the rules for a ‘good' pronunciation. However, in actual fact, things are very
di‡erent, as even ‘good' speakers vary a lot as far as stress assignment is concerned.

«rst of all, it must be clear that, in Turkish, stress is not as strong as, for instance,
in English or German. It is also weaker than in Italian or Spanish. In fact, instead of
the sign ('), the following would be more adequate (‘) (generically indicating a degree
of strength which is intermediate between (') and (&)).

9.4.16. In addition, Turkish (&), actually, can freely range between (&) and («) (which
is weaker than (&)). But, what is more, instead of ‘normal' (&), we can often hear even
(‘) (which is a little stronger, as just seen in § 9.4.13). Certainly, this does not make
things easier.
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In addition, even the stressed syllables oscillate for the same words and phrases,
not only between di‡erent speakers who happen to repeat the same utterances, but
also for the same speakers who happen to repeat them in other circumstances, or
even shortly after. 

For instance, a recurring pattern when informants are asked to say twice each
word in a list, they generally use a kind of bookish intonation, which consists in ut-
tering the first performance with a suspensive tune, /÷/, and the second with a con-
clusive one, /./. 

But, their stress pattern very often (too often, indeed) changes from their ‘nor-
mal' structure, say (ê&êê'ê), or (&êê'êê), to something like (ê'êê&ê), or ('êê&êê), re-
spectively.

Let us add, once again, that an even worse bookish intonation is generally used
by such speakers, guiltily unaccustomed to a correct orthology, \ to a normal and
authentic way of using intonation correctly. <is happens with partial questions,
which are uttered as /¿ ?/, instead of normal /¿ ./.

Another sad problem, typical of such speakers who read questionnaires with no
control by the researcher, consists in reading words as a boring shopping list, using
a kind of suspensive tune, /÷/, to ‘connect' its items quite unorthologically. In fact,
their performances become a sort of dull saying their prayers, taking no account of
what they are saying.

<e saddest thing is that they also do so even when recording sentences designed
to the analysis of intonation!

9.4.17. Many words can be considered to be able to vary, as we will also see in Ã
10-11. Oscillations like niçin (ni'cin, 'nicin), or çünkü ('cyñ˜y, cyñ'˜y) are quite
current, and normal, although dictionaries generally give only one stress pattern,
if any. Often native speakers think that the first forms indicated above are (more)
used in Ùstanbul, the second ones (more) in Ankara. Also peki! ('p™˜i, p™'˜i), and an-
cak ('a¯Cak, a¯'Cak), tamam (ta'mam) (traditionally (ta'maam)), or, as an exlama-
tion, ('tamam). 

However, we also provided some real minimal pairs for stress (§ 9.4.5): katt$
(kat't$) ‘he added', katt$ ('katt$) ‘it was a floor', gelin (‚™'lin) ‘bride' and gelin
('‚™lin) ‘you come! (pl.)', hay$r (·a'j$r) ‘kindness' and hay$r ('·aj$r) ‘no', benim (b™-

'nim) ‘my' and benim ('b™nim) ‘I'm', yaln$z ('jaún$z) ‘only', yaln$z (jaú'n$z) ‘alone,
lonely'. Free or bound enclitics can also be contrastive: bende (b™˛'d™) ‘in/on me'
and ben de (&b™˛'d™) ‘me too'.

We also saw: ordu (ør'du) and Ordu ('ørdu), tokat (tø'kat) and Tokat ('tøkat), bod-
rum (bød'rum) and Bodrum ('bød-rum), alaca (&aúa'Ca) and Alaca (a'úaCa), bebek
(b™'b™˜) and Bebek ('b™b™˜), m$s$r (m$'s$r) and M$s$r ('m$s$r).

Unfortunately, even educated native speakers can frequently confuse the stress
patterns, not only of words written alike, but also those with lower and upper case
initial letters.
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9.4.18. Of course, this confusion is allowed by the fact that, in real sentences and
talks, there are continuous logical predictions about the general meaning of what is
being said, especially for native speakers. So, as for real homophones, the hearers will
certainly compensate and find out the more suitable meaning for what they are lis-
tening to.

In fact, Turkish stress is quite di‡erent from that of the most typical Germanic lan-
guages, where it is an intrinsic part of the stressed syllable of most lexemes. Instead, in
Turkish, stress is just a phisical support to enable phrases to be uttered and perceived.

9.4.19. As we saw in § 6.12, it is mostly in the mediatic accent that an actual pos-
sibility of stress shift exists, both for diphthongs, ('==) = (='=) (becoming hiatuses), as
in (though here we give only one possible variant of the same mediatic realizations):
ait ('ö√Ût) = (ö√'Ût), reis ('ΩeÛs) = (Ω™'Ûs), sual ('sU√ú) = (sU'√ú), düo ('d˚Ö) = (d˚'Ö), or be-
coming bisyllabic, with or without stress shift, ('==) = (='=, ='0=), as in: ait = ('ö√JÛt,
ö√'JÛt), reis = ('Ω™JÛs, Ω™'JÛs), sual = ('sU=√l, sU'=√l), düo = ('d˚jÖ, d˚'jÖ).

Of course, this happens even in regional accents, including that of Ùstanbul (¬ §
12.2), which many speakers consider as a kind of neutral accent, almost in opposition
to that of Ankara (¬ § 12.11). 

In conclusion, the distribution and real realization of stress in Turkish, even in its
neutral accent, is extremely fluid, and less important than in a number of other lan-
guages, where stress minimal pairs are both more numerous and more important (al-
though some speakers may present mistakes for some particular words). Also see § 14.

Pitch accent in traditional Turkish (‘stritch')

9.5.1. <ings are still more complicated because people can oscillate even be-
tween real stress and stress combined with pitch, which might be called ‘stritch'.

In fact, at least in traditional pronunciation, we happen to find what is shown
in ˙ 9. Of course, the longer dash ((á)) indicates stressed syllables. As can be seen,
even if it is still in the middle tonetic band, it is anyway higher than both the pre-
ceding and following syllables. <ese syllables include half-stressed ones (obvious-
ly indicated by (—)).
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˙ 9. Traditional Turkish: stress “ pitch structure in words and phrases (‘stritch').

/”à”à”à”àáà/ (2à—à2à2àáà) {(—à2à—à2àáà)}

/”à”à”àáà”à/ (—à2à2àáà3à) {(2à—à2àáà3à)}

/”à”àáà”à”à/ (—à2àáà3à–à)

/”àáà”à”à”à/ (2àáà3à3à–à)



9.5.2. <us, as just seen, in traditional-pronunciation transcriptions, a ‘stritched'
syllable is indicated by the sign (á), instead of ('). Arguably, weaker syllables are in-
dicated by (—) or (–), according to their relative pitch height. Of course, completely
‘unstritched' syllables are (9) or (à).

Naturally, in actual sentences, these relative pitch heights will certainly be fused
with the intonation patterns of Turkish (as we will see in Ã 10 and ˙ 10.9.1-2).

9.5.3. For the time being, let us state that real traditional Turkish pronunciation
strictly applies stritch and intensity “ tonality, by combining them as shown in ̇  9
“ ˙ 10.9.1-2. However, as already said above, di‡erent speakers actually oscillate
even in the nature of the stress they use, mixing the two types in di‡erent ways.

Of course, all this certainly does not render things simple, when we want to ac-
curately describe the prosodic facts of a language like Turkish.
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10.1. For a complete treatment of intonation and prosodic “ paraphonic features
in language, the readers are invited to see æ 12-14 of Natural Phonetics “ Tonetics˚ or
the corresponding updated sections on the canIPA website.

Intonation is constituted by the relative pitch of syllables forming more or less
long sequences of connected speech.

˛ese sequences are called tunings and can consist of pause groups (which, in
turn, consist of rhythm groups); but they can also consist in a single word – which
can even be monosyllabic: No. – No? – No! – No…

‹at is essential is that pitch –through given di‡erences– adds (or, rather, gives)
di‡erent pragmasemantic nuances –such as ‘statement, question, command' Â– to
phonic sequences which could otherwise be identical.

˛us the di‡erence obtained is not merely semantic, or conceptual, as in the
case of ton(em)e languages, such as Chinese or Vietnamese.

However, by using the same principles and the same symbols of syllabic-tone
notation, one can accurately (and without too many problems) transcribe the
characteristics of pitch and strength of the syllables in a whole utterance.

In fact, stress-tonal signs show both the relative pitch and degrees of stress on
the syllables before which they are put.

«rst, let us see (û 10.1) an iconic and simple way to introduce people to into-
nation (applied to neutral British English, as recordings are easy to be found): by
carefully reading the examples given, and following the heights shown for every
grapheme.

10.
Intonation
(English “ Turkish)

See you on S ta urday.

see you on S ta urday… 

ese[Will you onthey] S ta urday?

[If they
don't]

[it'll be a total di  et
sas r.]

see you on S ta urday… [If they
don't]

[don't
worry a

i
bout t.] 

1

3

2

4

˙ 10.1. ‘Icono-tono-graphic' representation of neutral British-English intonation.



After, we can go to û 10.2, where one can see the whole pitch extension of an ut-
terance, which is called a tuning (or intonation group]˘ It is divided into a protune

and a tune. Here, let us anticipate that a general tune consists of three parts: a pre-

tonic syllable, the tonic (¤ the stressed) one, and (two) posttonic syllables.
A protune consists of one or more stressed syllables and some unstressed ones

(which are called ‘protonic' and ‘intertonic' syllables, respectively).
Sometimes, it might be important to refer explicitly to the first or last ‘protonic'

syllable, in the description of certain languages with particular protunes. Usually, the
first protonic can be preceded by some antetonic (¤ initial unstressed) syllables.

10.2. In anticipation of what will be dealt with presently, one may say that there
is a ‘normal' protune, for statements, which has no particular symbol since it is the
unmarked one: / /. ˛ere are, then, three marked protunes: interrogative (/¿/), im-
perative (/¡/), and emphatic (/̊ /).

We must make it clear at once that written sentences are one thing, while the
spoken language is quite another reality, often very di‡erent, indeed.

Naturally, in the spoken language, tunings are much more numerous than ‘sim-
ple sentences' of grammar and syntax, as will be seen below.

But let us consider tunes. Generally they are formed by the tonic syllable (¤ the
stressed one, which is also the last strong syllable in an utterance, in a sense).

˛e pretonic (¤ the possible unstressed syllable before it), and the posttonic sylla-
bles (¤ the possible unstressed syllables after it). In the tonetic diagrams (or rather
tonograms), two posttonic syllables are indicated (¤ the internal and terminal ones).

Sometimes it is useful to refer to one of them, clearly, in order to highlight typ-
ical movements more clearly, above all to distinguish interrogative tunes of the ris-
ing type {(2 ' 21)}, from those of the falling type {(2 ' 12)}. In any case, the term post-

tune may be used to refer to both syllables, collectively.
Let us now consider –concisely (and by looking closely at û 10.3)– the three

marked tunes (of neutral British English): conclusive (/./), interrogative (/?/), suspen-
sive (/÷/), and the unmarked: continuative (/,/): On Saturday /./ (Øn'sπT-ÈD™I3 3), On
Saturday? /¿ ?/ (¿Øn'sπT-ÈD™I21), (If not) on Saturday… (then…) /÷/ (Øn'sπT-ÈD™I32), (Per-
haps) on Saturday, (but…) /,/ (Øn'sπT-ÈD™I2).
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a-b c d-e f g-h i j å 

1 2

∫ © ∂ 

1+2: tuning 
     1: protune 
     2: tune

å: pretonic (syllables) 
∫: tonic (syllables) 
©-∂: post-tune 
©: internal post-tonic 
∂: terminal post-tonic

a-b: antetonic (syllables) 
c: (first) protonic (syllables) 
d-e: (first) intertonic (sables) 
f: protonic (syllables) 
g-h: intertonic (syllables) 
i: (last) protonic (syllables) 
j: (last) intertonic (syllables)

˙ 10.2. <e structure of tunings.



10.3. ˛e best way of dealing with the intonation of a language consists in present-
ing its structures through appropriate and clear diagrams (¤ tonograms), with clear
examples and a simple and su‚ciently complete notational system (not a cum-
bersome and useless one).

≈rst of all, we must repeat that the use and choice of intonation patterns do
not depend on syntax at all, but on semantics and pragmatics, and above all on
communicative goals˘

In fact, even if the syntactic formulation is, in the end, the most evident lin-
guistic rendering (for those who are used to reading and writing), in actual fact it
is nothing but a faithful representation of the pragma-semantic way to express con-
cepts and thoughts, which are peculiar to every language.

If, for instance, one writes –and beforehand says– I've been looking for this for
ages (&aÙvb¤n5l¨k-¤˙ fÈ'∑¤s3 3 fˇ'™IG¤Ω3 3), the superficial formulation at hand is only the
inevitable result of the mental and linguistic processes that produce, in English, the
sentence just seen, although with slight possible variations.

In actual fact, it results from the juxtaposition of di‡erent concepts (each one
indicated by /./, or (2 ' 3 3)) in a single syntactic string, seemingly simple and straight-
forward, but actually very complex, as is obvious from its prosodic structure, if
supported by an appropriate intonation pattern, as indicated by the small but pre-
cious signs used.

Let us now examine the intonation structure of neutral British English, with the
figures given below, and considering again the general scheme which will enable us
to really see its characteristics. ˛us, recalling that û 10.2 gives the diagram of tun-
ings (or intonation groups). It shows the use one makes –when speaking normal-
ly– of pitch heights on the various syllables forming the di‡erent possible utter-
ances in a given language.

Tunings

10.4. Tunings consist (as already seen) of a protune (in our example I am transcri-
bing the following example (&aÙm˛>πn5sk>aÙb¤˙ ∑È'fØl-È¨¤˙ ¤g'zA;mp®)) and a tune (pho-
netically (fÈ'n™T-¤k-li3 3)). In this case, one has a normal protune and a conclusive tune.

˛e latter is represented, tonemically (\ in a theoretical way) by /./, and to-
netically (\ in a more realistic way) by (2 ' 3 3).

˛e number of syllables in the example has been calculated on purpose in or-
der to have full correspondence between the tonogram and the syllables of the sen-
tence, to be able to show the characteristics more clearly.

Of course, in normal speech, it is unlikely to find sentences with the same num-
ber of syllables; nevertheless, the usefulness of the diagram is not jeopardized, since
the actual syllables available (whether more or less than 14) share pitch heights in a
fair way.

So they may either compress the movement of several syllables into only one or
two, or expand it over a larger number of syllables (¬ û 10.5 for the tunes).
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For instance: Yes, we do or Our aim is to pass on ideas, techniques, and practical
activities, which we know work in the classroom (even if this last example, more real-
istically, will be divided into more parts, with the addition of the respective tunes,
mostly continuative).

˛us: Our aim is to pass on ideas, techniques, and practical activities, which we
know work in the classroom˘ In a phono-tonetic transcription, you have: (A;>5™;Im ¤Ω-
TÈ'phA;s 'Ø;n32 aÙ'D¤;‘Ω2 Th™k'nIiks2 Èm5ph>πkT¤k® πk'Th¤-vÈTiz2 &w¤cwi5n‘;¨ 'w‘;k3 3 ì¤n∑û-

'khlA;s&>¨m3 3œ).

Protunes

10.5. û 10.3 shows the four protunes (of neutral British English): one is unmarked,
or normal, and has no symbol; three are marked: interrogative /¿/ (¿), imperative /¡/ (¡)
(for instance: Pay attention! (¡5ph™;I È'Th™nSó3 3)), and emphatic /̊ / (˚) (We have to check
everything very carefully! (˚wi5hπÑ TÈ'ch™k2 ˚'™v->i&†¤˙2 ˚'v™>-i 'kh™‘fÍi3 3)).

û 10.3 shows, on the right, sketchy tonograms; on the left, they are given in a
more realistic way. Actually, the schematic diagrams are su‚cient indeed (as will
be done for Turkish), since these tonograms necessarily generalize and normalize
the data, allowing slight di‡erences of realization, as well.

On the contrary, for teaching and learning purposes, these schematic tono-
grams are decidedly more useful. In fact, they make comparisons with those of oth-
er languages not only possible, but even easier. Furthrmore, the schematic tono-
grams are less distracting, ultimately, than the realistic ones.

Tunes

10.6. û 10.4 shows the three marked tunes (of neutral British pronunciation, a-
gain both realistically and schematically) – conclusive /./ (2 ' 3 3), interrogative /?/ (2 ' 21),
and suspensive /÷/ (2 ' 32) – in addition to the unmarked one, continuative /,/ (2 ' 2).
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interrogative 
/¿/ (¿)

normal 
/ / ( )

emphatic 
/̊ / (˚)

imperative 
/¡/ (¡)

˙ 10.3. <e four protunes of neutral British English.



˛e marked tunes have a functional charge, which is crucial for communica-
tion, as they oppose one another distinctively. ˛e unmarked tune –the continu-
ative one– may be considered as the neutralization of the three marked ones (since
each of them would be inappropriate in certain –less important– contexts, being
too specific and having very definite functions).

˛e aim of the continuative tune is, above all, to oppose a theoretical ‘zero' tune.
It is quite di‡erent from a straightforward and progressive flow of enunciation,
without the slightest variations (or breaks), even theoretical or potential.

Its only purpose is to slightly highlight a word, compared to a complete non-oc-
currence of tunes (as happens within a protune).

Indeed, there is a di‡erence between I saw six men (aÙ5sø: 's¤ks 'm™n:3 3) and I saw
six men (aÙ5sø: 's¤ks2 'm™n:3 3); in the latter, of course, six is more prominent than in
the former, since it has its own tune (although no pause follows it), instead of be-
ing a part of the same protune.

At the end of § 10.4, we have seen that a syntactic string does not generally corre-
spond to just one tune; in fact, more or less numerous continuative tunes occur,
otherwise the sentence would not sound spontaneous and convincing.

At first, one does not fully realize this internal subdivision, which is complete-
ly natural. Its appropriate use goes entirely unnoticed; whereas, its absence would
not pass unnoticed at all (as happens in unprofessional reading or recitation).

For instance, if one considers an utterance such as Look! the imprints of a bear˚
it is soon realized that it can be said in many ways – apart from actual and para-
phonic considerations such as the fright taken at the sight, or the delight expressed
by naturalists, or the satisfaction felt by hideous poachers… (all of them are ren-
dered with di‡erent nuances, clear and easy to interpret).

Of course, this is di‡erent from a unitary sentence such as Look at the imprints
of a bear˚ in just one tuning: (5l¨k-ût ∑i'¤mp>¤nts ÈvÈ'b™;‘3 3). 

10.7. ˛us, if you go back to the original utterance, what you finds is something
closer to a natural exposition, as Look: the imprints of a bear ('l¨k3 3 ∑i5¤mp>¤nts ÈvÈ-
'b™;‘3 3); in fact, in the same sentence, there are two pragmatic concepts: the imprints
and the sighting of them.
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conclusive /./ (2 ' 3 3)

suspensive /÷/ (2 ' 3 2)

interrogative /?/ (2 ' 2 1)

continuative /,/ (2 ' 2)

˙ 10.4. <e four tunes of neutral British English.



If one then divides it into three parts (of course, with three tunes), the nuances
expressed are more detailed: Look at the imprints of a bear ('l¨k3 3 ∑i'¤mp>¤nts3 3 ÈvÈ-
'b™;‘3 3); in this way, one can manage to separate, conceptually too, imprints of di‡er-
ent shapes.

After all, it is possible to use some continuative tunes (¤ unmarked /,/ as already
seen in the previous section), and this will add something to elocution (in oppo-
sition to a unitary utterance, although this is not for emphasis, of course).

It is only a way to make enunciation a little more e‡ective and natural: ('l¨k-
ût2 ∑i'¤mp>¤nts2 ÈvÈ'b™;‘3 3) (and variations).

By considering an example like You must read further books on this particular
subject˚ again, one can easily see that there are several ways of saying it.

Apart from a quite flat realization in a single tuning, as: (&j¯umÈs5>I;ifl 'f‘;∑È 'b¨ks
Øn&∑¤spÈ'Th¤kjÈlÈ 'såbG¤kT3 3), one can have: (&j¯umÈs5>I;ifl 'f‘;∑È 'b¨ks2 Øn&∑¤spÈ5Th¤k-jÈ-
lÈ 'såbG¤kT3 3), or: (&j¯umÈs'>I;ifl2 5f‘;∑È 'b¨ks2 Øn&∑¤spÈ5Th¤k-jÈlÈ 'såbG¤kT3 3), or else:
(&j¯umÈs'>I;ifl2 5f‘;∑È 'b¨ks2 Øn&∑¤spÈ'Th¤k-jÈlÈ2 'såbG¤kT3 3).

One could also have ('j¯u-), or even: ('j¯;u2 mÈs'>I;ifl2 'f‘;∑È2 'b¨ks3 3 Øn'∑¤s2 pÈ'Th¤k-
jÈlÈ2 'såbG¤kT3 3) (with more and more numerous nuances and implications).

10.8. A conclusive tune is necessarily used whenever a given concept is completed
in the speaker's mind. ˛us, in addition to the words which form the sentences, it
concerns communicative functions as well, as if, in saying It's raining cats and dogs˚
you added ‘I am stating' – so: It's raining cats and dogs (¤ts5>™In¤˙ 'khπts Èn'DØ;gΩ3 3).

Each tune has a specific function: the interrogative communicates ‘I am asking': Is
it raining cats and dogs? (¿&¤z¤˛5>™In¤˙ 'khπts Èn'DØ;gΩ21); the suspensive one communi-
cates ‘I am underlining': If it's raining cats and dogs… [it's a calamity!] (&¤f¤ts5>™In¤˙
'khπts Èn'DØ;gΩ32| {˚&¤tsûkû'lπmÈTi3 3}).

˛e continuative tune, instead, simply communicates ‘I'm not finished': It's rain-
ing cats and dogs [but I don't care] (¤ts5>™In¤˙ 'khπts Èn'DØ;gΩ2 {bÈT&aÙD‘¨˙'kh™;‘3 3}).

It is possible to have a series of conclusive tunes: Yesterday it rained. Today it's rain-
ing. Tomorrow it'll pour. I'm sick and tired. I'll go away! (5j™sTÈD™I ¤˛'>™;Infl3 3| ThÈ5D™;I
¤ts'>™In¤˙3 3| ThÈ5mØ>-‘¨ ¤T®'phø:3 3| aÙm5s¤k Èn'ThaÙÈfl3 3| aÉı5g‘;¨ û'w™;I3 3). However, a
suspensive tune is very likely for Tomorrow it'll pour (ThÈ5mØ>-‘¨ ¤T®'phø:32).
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/÷/ ({2} ' 3 2)

/./ ({2} ' 3 3)

/?/ ({2} ' 2 1)

excellently happily happy four six

('™ksÈlÈnTli 'hπp-Èli 'hπp-i 'fø: 's¤ks)

˙ 10.5.1. <e four tunes of neutral British English, expanded or contracted according to the
number of their syllables (here with no pretonic one).
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Too often, current writing (which is not at all sophisticated) uses only commas:
Yesterday it rained, today it is raining, tomorrow it'll pour, I am sick and tired, I'll go
away˘

˛us, with the guilty complicity of schools, one is led to a kind of ‘child-like'
reading, which makes people utter things like: (»”5j™sTÈD™I ¤˛'>™;Infl3 3’» TÈ5D™;I ¤ts'>™I-
n¤˙3 3’» TÈ5mØ>‘¨ ¤T®'phø:3 3’»| aÙm5s¤k Èn'ThaÙÈfl3 3’» aÉı5g‘;¨ û'w™;I3 3”’).

˛e small rings show the additional pitch movement which is typical of ‘bookish
intonation', which must be kept well apart from normal (¤ conversational) intonation,
and also from the typical intonation of text exposition (even if simply done mentally).

A further example to show that, normally, writing and punctuation are just mis-
erable devices with syntactical functions, and not at all helpful for reading: I'm ter-
ribly busy: I can't come; I'll let you know; don't be cross (aÙm5Th™>-Èbli 'b¤zi3 3 aÙ5khA;˙
'khåm:3 3| aÉı5l™c-¯ 'n‘;¨3 3 ˚5D‘¨m bi'kh>Øs3 3).

Also the example I've been looking for this for ages (&aÙvb¤n5l¨k-¤˙ fÈ'∑¤s3 3 fˇ'™IG¤Ω3 3)
shows this characteristic.

Contrary to what grammars keep on repeating, a comma does not necessarily
indicate a short pause, as a semicolon does not indicate a pause which is half-way
between the ‘short' one of commas and the ‘long' one of full stops (as it is absurd-
ly ‘prescribed').

However, these are the results achieved by schools, ¤ sadly rigorous and monot-
onous pauses, which are not able to convey appropriate meaning to sentences (es-
pecially when they are read).

And all those who today abuse punctuation, by omitting it almost completely,
will they ever pause?

Parentheses “ quotations

10.9. Lastly, ˙ 10.6 shows the diagram of parenthetic phrases, or simply paren-
theses (either low, <= ≠≤; or mid, <Õ ï≤), and of quotations, <+ ±≤ (high). In the following
sentence, each of them occurs once:

«rst of all –he said– let's consider ‘Natural' Phonetics˚ as it's properly called.
(5f‘;st Èv'ø:ı2 6hi's™;d2• 5l™Ts k=n's¤d-È 5'nxc->®3 3Ì fÈ'n™t-¤ks3 3\ ›Èz¤Ts5ph>Øp-Èli 'khø:ıfl3 3ë).

Parentheses typically feature an overall reduction of their stress and an increase
in the rate of speech, while the pitch is compressed in the low –or mid– range of
the tonogram.

see you on

ese[Will you onthey] S ta urday?

[∑y won't the  ]y
 

2

1

S ta urday?

˙ 10.5.2. Di‡erence between total questions (1) and partial questions (2).



Quotations, instead, are quite the opposite, as their role is –precisely– to put one
or more words in full evidence, by means of a slightly louder and distinct enun-
ciation: thus, their stress is increased, their speech rate is reduced, and their pitch
is raised (without compression).

Marking such prosodic subtleties in phonetic –let alone phonemic– detailed tran-
scriptions is neither necessary nor recommendable. <e symbols <= ≠≤, <Õ ï≤, <+ ±≤ are more
than su‚cient to bear in mind all these di‡erences, with respect to ‘normal' utterances.

Quotations must not be confused with direct speech. Let us go back to «rst of
all –he said– let's consider ‘Natural' Phonetics˚ as it's properly called.

In that sentence, only he said should be excluded, because all the rest –and what
may follow– is direct speech, indeed.

Turkish parentheses are generally low, <= ≠≤, but mid, <Õ ï≤, after non-conclusive
tunes; quotations, as said, are high, <+ ±≤.

Turkish intonation

10.10 As far as Turkish intonation is concerned, ̇  10.7 shows the four protunes and
tunes of neutral Turkish. Any combination of two of them is called a tuning, as we know.

Aural imitation –but not prone aping!– plays an important role in acquiring
linguistic intonation (and even more so, paraphonic intonation).

We are confident that a good number of examples accurately annotated with
our intonational symbols will greatly help learners get the most out of their lis-
tening practice.

In addition, ˙ 10.8-9 show the intonation patterns of international and medi-
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˙ 10.7. <e four protunes “ tunes of neutral Turkish.

/÷/  (2 ' 3 2)

/./  (2 Ç 3 3)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/?/  (2 5 2 2)

/,/  (2 ' 2)

/¿/ (¿ 2 2 Ì 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/¡/ (¡ 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/̊ / (˚ 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

low parenthesis (ì œ) /ì œ/ mid parenthesis (‘ ’) /‘ ’/ quotation (^ Œ) /^ Œ/

˙ 10.6. Tonograms of parentheses and quotations.



atic Turkish. <e real di‡erences consist in the international conclusive and inter-
rogative tunes, and the initial part of the mediatic protune.

10.11. Instead, as ˙ 9 has already pointed out, in traditional pronunciation,
the intonation patterns are not exactly like those of the other Turkish accents just
seen. In fact, the traditional Turkish accent has some tonetic similarities with such
languages as Swedish, Norvegian, Croatian, and Serbian (¬ Natural Phonetics “
Tonetics), and Japanese (¬ Japanese Pronunciation “ Accents).

However, while in these languages there are two ‘stritch' patterns which can op-
pose di‡erent meanings, in traditional Turkish there is not such a possibility, in a
similar way as in the local dialect, or language, of Shanghai (¬ Chinese Pronuncia-
tion “ Accents).

As a matter of fact, the patterns given in ˙ 10.10.1-2 clearly show that stress is
not simply intensity, but also tonality. <us, a ‘stressed' syllable has a slightly high-
er pitch than its neighboring syllables. <is determines the prominence e‡ect,
which does not exactly coincide with that of the other Turkish accents described
(although the di‡erence is not very obvious).

Of course, languages like Chinese or @etnamese have some real tonemes, which
produce semantically di‡erent words, only by changing their tonetic structures. For
instance, let us see these Mandarin words ma˚ má˚ m∑˚ mà /5ma, •ma, ¶ma, 6ma/
<&ma, "ma, 'måå, (må≤ ‘mother, hemp, horse, to curse'.
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/÷/  (2 ' 3 2)

/./  (2 ç 3 3)

/?/  (2 Ì 2 2)

/,/  (2 ' 2)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/¿/ (¿ 2 2 Ì 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/¡/ (¡ 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/̊ / (˚ 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

˙ 10.8. International Turkish: intonation patterns.

/÷/  (2 ' 3 2)

/./  (2 Ç 3 3)

/?/  (2 5 2 2)

/,/  (2 ' 2)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/¿/ (¿ 2 2 Ì 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/¡/ (¡ 2 2 6 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/̊ / (˚ 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

˙ 10.9. Mediatic Turkish: intonation patterns.



10.12. Now, let us provide some su‚cient examples to practice the intonation
patterns of Turkish. <ey are given in international pronunciation, which serves
better as a kind of phonemic transcription.

Let us start, then, from the conclusive tune, /./ (2 " 3 3), in the following examples
(further examples of it will be given when dealing with the other tunes):

Türkçe'yi güzel konußmak istiyorum.
(tyr'˜™i ‚y'z™l kønuS'ma ˜isti"ørum3 3)

(I want to speak good Turkish)

Ne demek istediŸini biliyoruz.
('n™ d™'m™ ˜ist™dii'ni bili"øruz3 3)

(We know what you mean)

Çok teßekkür ederim.
('cøk t™'S™˜˜y r™"d™rim3 3 >"r™d™–rim3 3≥ >&r™d™"rim3 3≥) 
(<ank you very much).

10.13. <e conclusive tune is used in partial questions, as well, but in that case it
follows an interrogative protune˚ /¿ ./ (¿ 2 " 3 3)˘ Depending on the relevant paraphonic
settings used, and the very issue referred to in the conversation, such combination
may sound like anything ranging from a neutral question without any particular
undertone, down to a cold-hearted, even hostile, police-style interrogation.
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/¡/ (¡) ((»’))

/¿/ (¿) ((»))

/ / ( ) ((’))

/̊ /(˚) ((ˇ))

/¡/ (¡) ((»’))

/¿/ (¿) ((»))

/ / ( ) ((’))

/̊ /(˚) ((ˇ))

˙ 10.10.1. Traditional Turkish: protunes (with some syllables indicated).

/./ (13)

/÷/ (131)

/,/ (2)

/?/ (313)

/./ (13)

/÷/ (131)

/,/ (2)

/?/ (313)

˙ 10.10.2. Traditional Turkish: tunes (with di‡erent kinds of syllables indicated).



In order to avoid misunderstandings, all languages feature a somewhat milder ver-
sion of asking partial questions, in general with a continuative tune instead of a con-
clusive one: /¿ ,/ (¿ 2 ' 2) (in order to sound gentler, especially when talking to strangers).

By keeping the post-tonic coda in the mid tonal band, instead of letting it fall
brusquely, the hearer perceives that the question is posed with discretion, almost with
a corteous hesitation.

It is not rare, however, that foreigners lacking politeness ¸ education use the con-
clusive tune, often, making them sound rude and impolite…

So, /¿ ,/ should be regarded as the first and primary pattern to be chosen, and taught
to foreigners, as far as partial questions are considered, reserving /¿ ./ to informal
and casual conversation, not talking to strangers, or if one really wants to convey
indi‡erence, impatience, dissatisfaction, suspicion, hostility…

Regardless of how gentle a speaker aims to sound, let us make it quite clear,
though, that it is completely wrong to conclude a partial question with a full in-
terrogative pattern, /¿ ?/ (¿ 2 Ì 2 2).

However, that is quite typical and frequent on the part of many who passively
interpret a question mark at the end of a sentence as a peremptory call for rising
their voice pitch, to signal that they are putting a question… with incredibly an-
noying results (and possible misunderstanding, as well). <erefore, let us examine
the following examples:

Onun hakk$nda ne düßünüyorsun?
(¿'ønun >¿ø'nun≥ ·ak&k$˛da'n™ dy&SynyÌørsum2 2)

(„at do you think about it/him/her?)

Bugün nas$ls$n?
(¿bu'‚yn >¿'bu‚yn≥ naÌs$ús$n2 2)

(How are you today?)

Nereye gidiyoruz?
(¿'n™r™j™ >n™'r™[j]™≥ ‚idiÌøruz2 2)

(„ere are we going?)

10.14. A question requiring an overall answer, such as yes or no (or maybe˚ dun-
no˚ Æ), is called a total question˚ and requires an interrogative tune on the word,
or group of words, which the question is focused on: (¿ 2 Ì 2 2).

<at implies that the interrogative tune may not necessarily occur at the end
of the sentence, as the graphemic question mark, once more, leads many to think.

Secondly, more than one interrogative tune (and possibly as many interroga-
tive protunes) may occur in a row, in longer and more articulated questions, even
though only one ‘total' answer is expected, anyway. Let us examine the following
examples:

Türkçe biliyor musun?
(¿'tyr˜c™ biliÌørmu&sun2 2)

(Do you know Turkish?)
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Erkek kardeßin onu anl$yor mu?
(¿™r'˜™˜ kard™'Si nø'nuan n$Ìjør&mu2 2 >'nønuan, -a± ú$-≥)
(Does your brother understand it/him/her?)

Yar$n m$ geliyor?
(¿ja'r$mm$ ‚™liÌør2 2 >¿'jar$m&m$≥)
(Is it tomorrow that he/she/it is coming?)

10.15. In most languages, alternative questions, like some in the examples that
will follow, are said with {/¿ ,/ +} /¿ ÷/ + /¿ ./ – that is they end with a conclusive
tune, /¿ ./, which is preceded by a suspensive one, /¿ ÷/. In case of more than two
parts, all the others occurring before /¿ ÷/ + /¿ ./ are generally said with a continua-
tive tune, /¿ ,/. Also in Turkish, such questions behave likewise.

10.16. <e suspensive tune is used to create… ‘suspense', with very di‡erent im-
plications depending on whether the sentence is a question or a statement and, as
usual, the nuances provided by paraphonics.

As a general rule, /÷/ (2 ' 3 2) calls for the hearer's attention on a part of the sen-
tence. Or simply adds vividness to long sentences made of multiple clauses, which
would otherwise sound flat and inexpressive, or even hard to parse into meaning-
ful units.

In some languages, like neutral (and most regional) Italian, the suspensive tune
is tonetically more conspicuous than in others. Contrary, for instance, to modern
Arabic, where it is only minimally higher than the unmarked continuative tune. 

10.17. <e continuative tune˚ /,/ (2 ' 2), can be seen as the terminal part of an unmarked
protune bearing a full stress, with two functions: to attract less attention than a suspen-
sive tune, or to underline a word, or concept, without resorting to emphasis.

<e following examples will be helpful (especially when compared with some
of the similar ones given shortly):

EŸer cumartesi gelemeyeceksen, sorun olur.
('™™r >™'™r≥ Cu'mart™si ‚™&l™m™&j™C™˜'s™n32| 'søru çnøúur3 3)

(If you could not come next Saturday, it will be a problem)

Ùstasyona vard$Ÿ$mda tren gitmißti.
(&istas'jøna &vard$$m'da32| t[i]'r™ñ ‚itçmiSti3 3)

(When I reached the station the train had gone)

Otobüsle mi gidelim yoksa yürüyerek mi?
(¿&øtø'bysl™&mi ‚i'd™lim32| ¿'jøksa &jyryj™çre˜mi3 3 >¿jøk'sa jy&ry-≥)
(Shall we go by bus, or on foot?)

Bir, iki, üç, dört, beß tane var.
('bir2 i'˜i2 'yc2 'd#rt32| 'b™S çtane–var3 3)

(There are one, two, three, four, five) 
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EŸer cumartesi gelemeyeceksen, sorun yok.
('™™r >™'™r≥ Cu'mart™si ‚™&l™m™&j™C™˜'s™n2| 'søruN çjøk3 3)

(If you can't come next Saturday, it won't be a problem)

Otobüsle mi, trenle mi, yoksa araba ile mi gidiyorsun?
(¿&øtø'bysl™&mi2\ ¿t[i]'r™nn™&mi32| ¿'jøksaa >¿t[i]'r™nl™&mi32| ¿jøk'saa≥ ra'bail™&mi ‚idiçør-

sum3 3)

(Are you going by bus, by train, or by car?)

Bu çok faydal$ bir sözlük.
(bu'cøk faida'ú$ bi[r]s#zçly˜3 3 >bi[r]'s#zly˜3 3≥)
(<is is a very useful dictionary)

10.18. <e following examples show how emphasis can a‡ect the general sense
of a sentence (without possibly changing its structure) by assigning more promi-
nence to certain words. Let us consider the following examples, which also feature
the emphatic protune /̊ / (˚):

Bu çok faydal$ bir sözlük.
(˚“bu2 'cøk faida'ú$ bi[r]s#zçly˜3 3 >bi[r]çs#zly˜3 3≥)
(<is is a very useful dictionary)

Bu cok faydal$ bir sözlük.
(˚bu“cøk2 faida'ú$ bi[r]s#zçly˜3 3 >bi[r]çs#zly˜3 3≥)
(<is is a very useful dictionary)

Bu çok faydali bir sözlük.
(˚bu'cøk faida“ú$2 bi[r]s#zçly˜3 3 >bi[r]çs#zly˜3 3≥)
(<is is a very useful dictionary)

Bu çok faydal$ bir sözlük.
(˚bu'cøk faida'ú$2 bi[r]s#z£ly˜3 3 >bi[r]£s#zly˜3 3≥)
(<is is a very useful dictionary)

10.19. «nally, we provide a few examples of parentheses˚ (› ë) (after /./) “ (4 7) (in
other cases, including at the beginning), and quotations˚ (ä â) (see ˙ 10.6):

Hay$r, dedi, onu yapmad$m.
('·aj$r2 <d™'di2≤| 'ønu çjapma–d$m3 3) 

(No, he/she said, I didn't do it)

Tabii ki, can$m.
(ta'bii˜i2 >taa'-≥ <çCan$m3 3≤)

(Of course, dear)

Tabii ki, can$m. Yar$n sende olacak.
(ta'bii˜i2 >taa'-≥ <çCan$m3 3≤| 'jar$˛ 's™˛d™2 çøúaCak3 3)

(Of course, dear. You'll have it tomorrow)
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Tabii ki, can$m, yar$n sende olacak.
(ta'bii˜i2 >taa'-≥ <'Can$m2≤| 'jar$˛2 &s™˛d™çøúaCak3 3)

(Of course, dear, you'll have it tomorrow)

Asl$nda, dedi, ben hiç de emin deŸilim.
(as'l$˛da2 >'asl$˛&da2≥ <d™'di2≤| b™n'·ic >-'·iS d-≥ d™™'mi˛ çd™ilim3 3)

(Actually, I'm not sure at all, he/she said)

Hat$rlam$yor musun, can$m, o resmi geçen hafta gördük?
(¿&·at$r'úam$&jørmu&sun2 <'Can$m2≤| ¿ø'r™smi >¿&ør™s'mi≥ ‚™'c™n&·afta Ì‚#rdy˜2 2)

(Don't you remember, dear, we saw that painting last week?)

Merak ediyorum, tersi doŸru iken, neden "umurumda deŸil& dedin?
(m™'ra ˜™di'ørum2| <'t™rsi døø'rui ç˜™n3 3≤| ¿n™'d™ >numu'rumda çd™il3 3≥ çd™din3 3 >d™-

çdin3 3≥) 
(I wonder, when the opposite is true, why you said ‘I don't care').

10.19. Let us add some di‡erent usages concerning pauses and punctuation. In
fact, in a sentence like Herkes bilir ki dünya yuvarlakt$r ‘Evryone knows that the
Earth is round', there is a pause after ki˚ rather than before it: ('·™r˜™s bi'lir˜i| dyN-

'jaa ju&varúakçt$r3 3).
However, in European languages, a pause is found in front of the conjunction.

In English, we have: Everyone knows that the Earth is round (5™v->iwån 'n‘;¨Ω32| ∑ÈT-
∑i'‘;† ¤z'>a;Önfl). Or, in German: Jeder weiß, dass die Welt rund ist ('je:D√ Ìvaes2 2| ∂as-
∂i'vEÖT 'ºUnTIsT23).

Another Turkish peculiarity is that in a sentence like Ahmet Ankara'dad$r
‘Ahmet is in Ankara', a more accurate and formal writing would certainly put a
comma after the subject, where a short pause in more than natural: Ahmet,
Ankara'dad$r (a·'m™t2\ &a˙karaçdad$r3 3).

In European languages this would be a serious grammatical error, in spite of
the same orthologic rendering, which avoids painful realization.

10.20. ˙ 10.11 provides a diagram for paraphonic tonetic usages, which are nor-
mal and more or less frequent in all languages (¬ Natural Phonetics “ Tonetics).
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§»@§  @ §’@ §ˇ@ §”@
Normal Raising Rise-falling

§ü@
Lowering Expansion Compression

˙ 10.11. Paraphonic use of pitch.




